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This Week's
Highlights:

Homecoming in uproar

CAMPUS

Firings, hirings occur weeks before big event

Carver Hall reopens
after 2-year hiatus, but

By Reglnold Royston and

students are

Russell Rickford

Hilltop Staff Writers

concerned about their

safety. A2.

CAMPUSPLUS
The Undergraduate
Student Assembly asks
students to be "free."

A3.

WCAL
Civil War memorial
com es to District,
honoring Black
soldiers a century
l ater. A6.

NATIONAL
St. Louis plays host
this week to the
Political Convention
of the Poor and
Oppressed. AS.

INTERNATIONAL
African-Ameri can
woman makes home

with family in Japan for
more than two decades.

A9.
'
TEMPO
Three H owardites
makes names for
themsel ves in

Concerns about the status
of ll omecom ing surfaced
last week after ongoing per•
sonal conflicts and allegations of professional misconduct on the 1996
Homecoming Steering
Committee culminated in the
dismissal of two executive
board members.
In a Sept. 4 letter, Homecoming Steering Committee
Chairwoman Nicki Claggett
fired staff members Brandi
Harden and )venc Pryor for
"insubordination."
'"[The
Homecoming
officeJ became an environment where I was a figurehead on my own staff,"
Claggett said in an interview
la,1 week.
"It got ~o bad people
would cur;e, be di\respectful
to each other in lhe office.
There was a tota l lack of
respect. There were major
problems with communication. Somebody would ask
me a question: I would give
a response. Somebody
wouldn"t like that answer.
turn around and give their
own ans,ver."'
The chairv.oman claimed
Pr}or and Harden had overstepped their authority by
independently ncgo1ia1ing
with po1cntial Homecoming
artists.
"People signed contracts
withoul my knowledge. People would go around me and
without gcning my approval.
They are good workers and
good people. But they ·re
people I couldn't work with.'"
she said.
Arguing 1hat they were
fired for '·personal reasons,"
Harden. former committee
vice-chair, and Pryor, former

operat ions manager, soughl Claggett "incompe1ent" and
"She [Claggett) is incomto oust Claggett and reclaim requesting her removal.
pc1cn1 and unethical. She is
their positions at a HomeThe grievance report pre• probably the most ineffective
coming Policy Board meet• sented to the policy board Homecoming Chair in the
ing Wednesday.
Wed nesday
accused history of Homecoming,"
"We feel 1ha1she docs not Claggett of failing as chair- said Adam Jones, a laid-off
have the managerial skills woman by not keeping reg- employee. He said the entire
necessary.... Ms. Claggen·s ular office hours, no1ifying E-board wanted to get rid of
abilities are insufficient,"' E-board members of con- Claggen two weeks ago, bul
Pryor and Harden wrote in a 1ract ncgotia1ion deadlines, refrained bec.iusc of l lome•
detailed, 20-page grievance chairing execu tive staff coming's close proximity.
report. Harden and Pryor meetings and by soliciting
"If she [Claggen] wdS 100
called Claggett "unprofes- free services in the Home- percent wrong just like they
sional a n d ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ s a y , then she was
unethical."
a J 00 percc nl
Claggelt
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that amended 1he
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powers the policy
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board breached
decided
H USA proceWcdnesday Homecoming Steerlne Committee Chairwoman Nicola durc.
the contract Claggett made an agreement with the E-board, giving all •· I f they had
.
. members equal power. The contract was In breach of
wa.~ mvahd. Homecoming procedures and declared Invalid Wednesday. lhese concerns
Only 1he
before,
they
policy board bas the power coming·s name.
should have taken them
to approve contracts made
Since the firings, Oaggen through the proper channels.
by Steering Commi1tee has hired three new people: Every student has chance 10
members . Policy board Jamal Jones-Du lani, coordi- review, everybody has due
chairwoman Danette Gerald nator of operations; Marvis process," said Homecoming
refused to comment.
Johnson, executive sccre- adviser Daanen Strachan,
The policy board voted tary; Kamau Sianford is vice associate direc1or of s1uden1
against Clagge11's removal, chairman; and Solange Gar- activities.
affirming her authority to ve). vice chairwoman.
"'lbumustfullowpolicyand
hire and fire. This ru ling
Meanwh ile, three com- procedure. Without that you
came dcspi1c Harden and mince members were forced have chaos," Sttachan said.
Pryor"s disclosure of an Aug. 10 resign because they did
With Homecom ing less
28 memo from members of not meet University stan- than 30 working days away.
the original E-board 10 top dards and refused to appeal negotiations and contracts
HU officials, calling 1hcir dismissals.
fur most major events remain

Homecoming starts graphs as part of a
the week of Oct. 20.
fund-raiser and to proA tentative schedule mote the fashion show
starts with the tradi- that evening.
tional ·can to Chapel,"
On Friday, a visit
followed by a Gospel from Vibe magazine's
Concert at Rankin the Vibe Ride bus will
Chapel Sunday, Oct. take place on campus
20.
in conjunction with a
The Mr. and Ms. Yard Fest with, as of
Howard Pageant will yet, unnamed artists
take place Monday giving performances.
and a tentative ComeThe R&B show will
dy Show has been take place in Cramton
scheduled for Tues- Auditorium that same
day.
night with featured
A "Industry and artist Chaka Khan.
Following the footAmateur Showcase."
featuring up-and-com- ball game Saturday at
ing talent within music R.F.K. Stadium, a
talent from national Greek step-show is
and local performers scheduled to take
is in the works. This place at the D.C.
will take the place of Armory. No artist has
the usual Rhythm and been singled for the
Poetry Cipher and will hip-hop concert, but
Biggie Smalls, Foxxy
occur Wednesday.
Tyra Banks will Brown, Outkast and
appear on campus Jay-Z are among the
Thursday to sign auto- considered musicians.
unfinalizcd, but the Steering
Committee claims it is at
least one-third of the way
completed with Homecoming preparations.
"We're working with Plan
B for everything. We've laid
our foundation. As unorganized as it seems, Homecoming is together," Stanford said. "We're playing
check-up and we're real
behind. h 's going to be a
dope Homecoming. I
wouldn't have accepted the
challenge iII didn"t th ink we
could do it."
Few are saying whether
the mammoth event has been
irrevocably crippled by the
in-fighling, but administrators' efforts to quiet both

sides of 1hc conflict have
done little to hide an clement of chaos among 1he
Homecoming ranks.
"Homecoming will work
because it is the job of Student Activities to make sure
it will go off and be a success, " Strachan said.
Key admin islralors who
were familiar with the daily
reactions of the Homecoming S1ccring Committee and
currcnl staff members
declined 10 comment. Pryor
and Harden were advised nol
10 speak 10 the press.

1996.

Bl.

Grand Bazaar

PULSE
The K enCen
cel ebrates its 25th
birthday this year. B2.

BUSINESS
District man protests
Vietnamese-owned
salon's failure to employ
Blacks. B4.

HEAi.TH
&

FITNESS
Potential regulations
on tobacco may lead to
smoking prevetnion. B6.

SPORTS
Preview tonight's
classic battle between
the Bison and Pirates at
R.F.K. Stadium.

B7.
A local vendor sells eclectlc merchandise at the Adams-Morgan
Day Festival on Sunday. Despite budget concerns, the annual
event showcased the neighborhood's diversity. See A6.

University opens revised
Ob/Gyn residency program
services, the amount of surgical experience and
ambulatory experience was 1101 enough to support 1he
By Natalie P. McNeal
training of 24 residents.
Hilltop Staff Writer
"The number of patients were falling, like a 101of
hospitals nationwide, due 10 managed care (HMOs],"
Almost a year after losing its acercdiiation, the Osborne said.
Howard Universi ty Hosp11al Obstetrics and
Residencies Jlrovide 1raining in a specialized area
Gynecolo_gy Residency Program has been rejuvenated of medicine for i:loc1ors after graduating from medical
on a prov1s1onal basis with Tcwer residen1s.
school and 1heir internship period.
In June 1995, the program, which has trained the
Osborne said when the HUH program shul down,
most Africa n-American obs1etricians and all of the residents-io-1raining hacf to seek proper
gynecologists nationwide, was wi thdrawn by the instruction at schools like Tulane University and the
i\=cditauon Council for Graduate Medical Education. University of Minnesota, where all six of the last
Tbe ACGME, a Chicago-based committee of graduating class students passed the board.
medical spccia lis 1 s , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , " Pos t - [ med i ca l)
removed
the
school graauates must
accredi1ation because of The new Ob/Gyn residency program have four years of
the number of residents,
training in an accredited
said
Dr.
New lon The program will·
progra m 10 get board
Osborne. chair of the
·
certification to work,"
Ob/Gyn dcpartmenl at ♦ B9
fo
d't ti
tw
O'Connor said. " If you
HUH and head of 1he
up r accre I a on every O years.
are in your fourth year of
Ob/ Gyn
residency ♦ Contain only 16 residents instead of 24.
trai ning, and your
program.
program
is
not
"Part of the problem
accredited, you would
was the number of cases ♦ Require upper-level students to split training time have to io to another
we were exposed to,''
program.
Osborne said.
between Howard University Hospital and Prince
Before the board took
The program first lost
accreditation away, there
i1s accreditation in 1993, George's County Hospital.
were 24 residents - six
but the Un iversity L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ J on each of the four levels
appealed it. In February
of training. With the new
1994, it regained its accreditation un1il last summer. residency program reinstated in May,/ the hospilal can
Osborne said part of the reason 1hey were granled only have 16 residents, four ()Cr levc . In add11ion, the
accred itation is beca use of th e full range of programs will be inlegrated with Prince George's
gynecological specialties the Howard program provides Hospital in Cheverly, Md. Upper-level residents will
111 sexualfy 1ransmit1ed diseases and menopause.
split 1hcir training time between the two hospitals.
Or. Paul O'Connor, executive direclor of Ob/Gyn
"Now that we T1ave an in1egrn1ed program with P.G.
Residency Review at the ACGME said accredi1ation County Hospilal, our chief residents can increase their
was rcs1ored on a provisional basis because the program experience with more emergency surgical cases and
is just s1arting ou1again.
more ambula1ory care," Osborne said.
O'Connor said a residency program can go as long
Qirrently 1hcrc are only six residents, bul more arc
as five years before coming up for review. Under the being screened fur admittance for nexl Y,ear as part of an
(lrovisional s1~tus - every two Y,ea~ - the Ob/Gyn effort to slowly phase the program back an, Osborne said.
department w,11 be up for accreditation.
Although the hospital has a diverse range of

-- -
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Carver opens after two-year hiatus
Students not impressed with ch anges
By Lylah Holmes
I Iill top Staff Writer

Prepaid debit cards
replace quarters in
campus laundry rooms
By L ylah H olmes
H illtop Staff Writer

\ntonio Jules had high expecta'""" for college Iifc. But when he
·,rrivcd at Howard University's
freshman male dormitory. Drew
II ill. he wa~ disappointed to find
th rt his room assignment had been
i en away.
Jule,. who traveled from the
( irihbean, said he felt betrayed by
lloward when he received his new
.1 signment in the off-campus
C 11,cr llall.
When I opened the door to my
, >m I knew I was going to move,"
, ,id Jules of the 20 1 Elm St. resilf nee hall.
I lw economics major said Carvi, inconvenient. Although the
, 11ttlc buses run to the main camevery half hour. but the rooms
" small and Jack air-conditioning,
; J ,ks said.
J here is noth ing here to do:•
' Jull, said. "Absolutely nothing.
· ~"'even a pack of cards. It's just
., ha,ic place to sleep.
But crime and violence in the
rc,1 arc what weigh most on the
, 1im.ls or the male dormitory.
Jules said he knows Car\'er resi, nts who have been mugged in the
o ,t two weeks and cars that have
h ·en broken into in front or the
huilding. Meetings have bc~n held
in hopes or remedying the crime
round the dorm, but Jules said
,dent, arc ready for action.
We need security." Jules said.
·student> arc being robbed in the
middle of the day."
Waladeen Norwood, a resident
, ,sistant in Carver. said the sccuri-

1''"

Carver Hall has a new look, but s tudents say looks are not enough.
ty alert lights put in last year
haven't prevented students from
being accosted.
"I know of three students that
have been mugged right outside
Carver," Norwood said. "It isn't
safe walking from Slowe [llall).
You don't need the blue light in
front of the door. The light should
he in other places."
Carver Community Director
Ronald I larris said that most of
the residents this year arc freshmen. many of whom arc not satisfied with the lack of recreational
facilities ,me.I security around the
dorm.
Harris said his staff has requested recreational equipment for the
students and submitted a written
request to the Dean of Rc~idcnce

Life Wil liam Keene.
Keene said Carver I Jail, which
houses I08 males. is used as a last
resort.
"I listorically, we have used Carver Hal l for upper-class male students and transfers." Keene said.
"We place freshmen males in Carver when there was no place in Dre"
Hall."
The newly opened dorm has been
closed for the last two years
because of much-needed plastering. plumbing and roof repairs.
''For a renovated dorm. its all
right
it's like Drew," said Fran
cis Poku, a M>phomorc majoring in
marketing. "I don't think a lot of
people like it. but there is nothing
you can do about it. Carver wa, m>
dead last choice. I didn't want to be

in C'ar\'cr. I was looking for

,m apartment. I'm moving to Slowe
because its the onl> place available."
Jason Bush came to C.1rver after
his room assignment in Drew Hall
wa, given away. While he said at
first the lh ing situation'"" OK. as
the weeks progrc,,cd. Carver
became a , cry dangerous place 10
live.
As a member of the 15-p,:r,on
residents' council. Bush said that
qudents :ire prepared to take the
ncccssar~ step, t<> get the changes
that ure needed if their concern,
aren't met.
"If nothing is done. we will march
on ·the Y.1rd' to President [II.
Patrick) Sw}gcrt as a united dorm
family to get thing, changed,"

B lack union leaders say labor
m ovement helps minorit i e s
wanLs to eliminate voter disinterest.
said voting and union power should
"We must convince them that
be paired.
class solidarity, not race. is the
"Everybody know, they can ,ote
issvc,'' Hill said. "More and more
but nobody docs.' Christian said.
people of all races arc foiling into "We arc too bus) to take care of the
the have-nots and the have-littles.
important things that matter. II
We must mobiti,e a voter particiC\'crybody can make a commitpation drive. We need to support
ment to vote then we've got a ,tart.
the workers for fair treatment at all
We don't rcali,c that we've got the
job levels."
power.''
The Black union worker also has
And while union workers in
a strong ,oicc to in0ucnce to com- America traditionally cater only to
munity. Hill said.
Whites. African American, need to
"One of rour Blacks in the "ork
sei7e the opportunit~ to be active
force belong to union,." I lill said
figures. Christian ,aid.
"In 1992 Black
"We a,
"Unions are relevant to all Africanumon members
segments of the work force,
earned an averAmerican
age weekly
whether it'.'/ your work envi- unionist,
Slll:tr} of $4<>8. ronment, the conditions under have
t1l
The Black vote which you work or how much become a
is the most you are paid. "- -Norman Hill, vis i b I e
solid vote in a
president of the A. Philip force in the
labor union.
union.
"So the Black
Randolph Institute
Christian
union member~---- -- - - - - - - ---' said. "We
would be given money and encourmust commit 10 stand up ,md be
aged to get into the Black commu- counted in our homes and schools
nity to get a community leader 10
and our jobs."
in0uence Black people to vote a
I toward alumna Gloria Johnson,
certain way. Once the election,
president of the Coalition of Labor
,,:ere over there was no concern for Union Women, said unions have
the 131ack people or their commumade a difference in the live, or
nity:· Hill said.
minorities.
Trustee and Business Represen.. You may not have a group
tative of the Thamstcrs National
together, but you can do a onc-onBlack Caucus Antonio Christian
one with anyone you meet." John-

By Lylah Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer

The A. Phi lip Randolph Institute
p,esidrnt spoke to a small group of
students this week about the historic role nf Blacks and the labor
mo\'cment as part of the I loward
Unhcrsity Student Association
Jperation Vote Bison.
Norman I till, president or the A.
Philip Randolph Institute, said
tll<'rc i, power in organized unions.
I he organizalion·s three-point plan
imolves an effort to motivate, militate and mobilize public voting
lW,lfCllC.SS.

Unions arc relevant to all segments of the work fort.-c, whether
it's your work environment, the
conditions under which you work
or how much you arc paid," Hill
,aid at the forum cntilled "Blacks
m the Labor Movement."
lbday we have an organized
presence from the A. Philip RanJ olph Institute," Hill said. "In less
than two months we w ill be going
to the polls to elect a new president
111d going to a Congress that
declared war, if you will, on our
, ommunities, the elderly and our
·hildrcn. This is a Congress that is
tit 11 insensitive."
I hrough the institute, I li lt said he

,on said. "The only way to make a
difterence is to get involved.
Unions have made a difference in
ten and one- half million women\
live, in union,. Without unions
you would ha,c nu health care.
lm,cr \\ages and pnor working
cunditrons ..
\rthur Bu,b,. prc,idcnt ofTeam,tcr Joint Council No 55. ,aid he
has faith in union,.
"By the year 2tKl0 the \\Ork force
will be predominatel) minorit) and
women," Bushy ,.aid. "\Ve have got
to do what\ best for ourselves.
Unions arc here to help u, and 10
protect. but we have 10 participate.
/\, Black people that i, our problem we don't particip,1tc. /\, part of
the union you benefit lrom the pension. health benefits and higher

13,11;

Students living io the dorms will
no longer find themselves searching for large amounts of quarters
for bi-weekly laundry ritual,.
A prepaid debit card system will
replace the inconvenience of having to scrounge for change to use
in
coin-operated
washing
machines and dryers, said Margo
Vickers, executive director of Auxiliary Enterprises, the company
which disperses the card~.
"1l1e system is more efficient
because you don't have to have
change," Vickers said. "The
accounting is all done on-line for
better record keeping."
Many l loward students who \)urchased the laundry card said the
system is easier and more convenient.
"I think the laundry card system
is a good idea because I don't ha\'C
to scratch up quarters," said Allison Brown. a junior legal communications major. "Getting change i~
a ha~lc."
Some students s:1id utiliLing the
prepaid cards will teach other Mudenb how to be responsible.
"The system is an effective way
for students to budget their
finances," said Alton Caldwell, a
sophomore majoring in telecornmunicat ions management. "It
forces students 10 allocate or
appropriate a certain amount of
their funds for laundering their
clothing. A lot of times student;,
don't budget their funds properly
and end up not having enough
money to wash their clothes."
The price of the laundry card is
three dollars. The cards can be
purchased for SI O in the book;;torc
and at the campus store, providing
SC\'Cn dollar, worth of laundry

money.
Twenty dollar increment, can
added to the card at the Value St
tion located in the Blackburn Cc
tcr recreation room. The maximu
amount that can be added to th
card is $ I 20.
Vicker, s.1id students shou ld trc
1hc laundry cards as monc
because they will not be rcim
bursed for lost cards. I lowe"e
damaged cards will be replace
,he said.
The idea of not replacing lo
cards leaves some students a littl
weary.
"It seems like they should havd
~ome son of policy that would
similar to insurance," Brown said
"They should give students two 01
three chunccs. It seems kind of
shic,t\'.''
Caldwell said that there arc po,itives and negatives to the system
"It is a double-edge ,word," he
said. "Sometime, students don't
have $10 or $20 for a laundry card.
Coinage is a lot more tangible. It
is less damaging 10 loose twentyfive cents than 10 loose SI O."
Monica Foust isn't thrilled with
the system and said it would be
another hurdle 10 overcome.
"It would be ca,icr if the recharger, \\ere in the dorms." the
"°phomore psychology major -..1id.
.. I can't reall> scc any great benefit. Either wa); you're going to have
to do something extra. If }OU have
money, then you need change. If
you have the card then you need 10
recharge the card.''
Despite the disinterest by some
students, the positive rc,pon<es to
the laundry card sy\lem b) othe~
may lead 10 similar applications
throughout campus.
In the future. Univcr-it) administrator- ma) be applying the system to other machines such as
"ending machine-.'" \'rckcrs <aid.

bJ

Campus Brief
Howard alumna trustee and ac1re~ Phylicia Rashad will host a
theater work.,hop M onday Sept. I 6 for Howard ,tudcnt!> in the
Exper imental Theater Space rn the College of ,\r ts and !x;.ecna:.
" It i;, always an honor to have Ms. Ra,had return lo I toward and
share her knowledge nnd inspiration wtth the students here." -..tid \"era
Katz, a professor in the College of Fine Art:,.
·'Phylicia Ra..had has always b.:en ready to help her alma mater. \ Ve
truly appreciate her com mg to Howard to give this workshop."
Toe workshop on "Approaching the Scene," "'ill be held lrom :?5 p.m. and is only open to Howard Students. It is usually covered by
the media but will be c losed to the public.

wages:·
The lcw I loward students that
attended the forum were pleased
with the topic of Blacks in the labor
union and the power in \'Oting.
"11,is meeting" as ,er} effective
,rnd more ,tudcnts need to be here."
,aid Daniel Lowery. a junior English nrnjor. "With the new election, w,: n,:ed to get involved
whether \\c're getting more people
to vote, getting in,oh·cd rn campus
or in a neighborhood. If you think
you're ,ote docs not count, it docs
count."

\'

Howard University Crime Report
!,:rin1r
Murder

1993
l

1994
I

1995
0

Sex C)flcnses
Jst, 2nd Degree - Sexuaf Acts

-

.~
'

.

-

~

,,.. _ _ _ _ _ . . Nl/,M;O _ _

Forcible
0
Non-Forcible
0
3rd, 4th Degree - Sexual Contact
Robbery
18
Aggravated Assaults
5
Burglary
56
Motor Vehicle Theft
10

3 2•
'

I
31

51

50
158
17

31
147
13

·• - Occurred Off Camp~s, Victim Refused to Cooperate or No Charges Filed
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PUS PLUS
UGSA plans niarathon of events for 1996-97
By Adrienne Carthon
Hilltop Staff Writer
Wilh their "FREE TO BE!"
theme for this year, the Undergraduate Student Assembly is encouraging students to cultiva1e the Lal·
ent and po1en1ial they possess
wilhin.
"We arc encouraging and challenging students at Howard so that
they are free 10 be 1hemselvc..~,"
said Danelle Gerald, UGSA coordina1or. "Wha1cver ii is 1ha1 you are,
we arc asking you 10 freely be 1ha1

person."
The UOSA T-shirts bear the logo
of frec-spiri1ed s1udenLS with this
year's Iheme. The shirts also have
everything a s1udcn1 is free to be
wriuen on ii; responsible, whack,
phal, crilly, s1raigh1, and more.

lined up for this year.
According to Gerald, UGSA has
Some of the planned events
many exciting events planned for
include
a poetry reading in the
the I 996-97 year. In the last few
works
for
Sept. 26 in the Gallery
weeks, the Assembly has already
Lounge
and
a Sleep Ou1 for Oc10sponsored two successful evenL~,
ber
5-6.
the Student Leader Mix 'N Min•
The Sleep Out will be a
gle and the Welcome Back Boat
Ride.
.
fundraising rally for the Black
churchc.~ that have been burned in
The Mix 'N Mingle was held
1he South.
during orienta1ion week and it
UGSA is hoping for celebrity
featured reprcscn1a1ives from the
acts and enough money can be
Howard University Student Asso·
raised to rebuild one of the burned
ciation, UOSA, all of the student
churches.
councils, fra1crnities, sororities,
UGSA will also sponsor a lecclubs and 01her organizations on
ture series this year, which in the
campus.
- - - - - - - - " pas1 has brought such no1ables as
The boat ride was held the FriNairn Akbar. This will be a
day before classes in conjunction Undergraduate Student Assembly coordinator Danette Gerald urges
students
to
take
part
In
the
activities
UGSA
has
coord
inated.
monthly
administrative lecture
wilh HUSA and it took lhe place
1hat will allow s1udcn1s to diaof the usual block pany.
In addition to the Spring Black logue with administralors. A workGerald said she ,v:is really pleased cess," Gerald said. "We had a greal
turnout and 1he s1udcnts really Arts Festival. UGSJ>.s largest event, shop on student investments is also
with the evenl.
enjoyed
it."
there arc several other func1ions in the planning stages.
" It was an overwhelming suc•

•

UGSA is asking for volunleers
and additional staff.
The open, paid positions are
administrative assistant, secre1ar)\
corporale sponsorship director, his•
lorian and office operations man•
ager.
Applications 10 coordinate events
for 1he Spring Black Arts Festival
will be available in October. Anyone interested in purchasing Tshirts or applying for UGSA posi•
tions can slop by the office located
in lhe Blackburn Student Cenlcr.
The execu1ivc board for this year
is: Danette Gerald, coordinator;
Todd Triplell, vice-coordinator;
Christopher 'fyson, financial advisor; Zhaundra Jones, programs
dircc1or; Linda Mcrus, public relations director; and Clarence Wat•
son, grievance director.

Howard University Choir
travels the globe
By Sharon Grevlous
Hilllop Staff Writer
Twcn1y-scven s1uden1s from 1he
Howard University Choir, under
1hc direction of Dr. J. Weldon Norris, will go to ½lencia, Spain, next
week 10 panicipate in an international fc~tival of university choir~
featuring singers from schools
around the world.
According 10 Norris, 1he experience of performing in a traveling
choircanno1 be considered an ordinary school trip to a foreign land.
'"These srudcnts will learn more in
one week on 1his visi1 10 Spain 1han
they would in six mon1hs in the
classroom," said Norris, who is also
chairperson of the Depar1men1 of
Music.
Norris said the International Fes•
th-al will be a way 10 show 1hese tal•
cnied students 1ha1 they are as good
as some of lhc best choirs in the
world.
"This wiU teach them how well
1hcy can measure up in life 100,"
Norris said.
The up-coming trip to Spain is not
lhc first for this group.

Since Norris began his posilion as
director of the Choir, 1he organization has not only been 10 Spain, bu1
10 France. Poland, Russia, Berlin,
Japan and lhe Caribbean.
The HU Choir has 1101 always
received accolades for its hard "ork
and perseverance.
On the choir's Inst trip to Spain in
I994, they participated in a fierce
competilion in Costa del Sol. The
HU choir performed 1he
"llabaneras," a song Spanish soldiers sang in CUba. They not only
won first place. but they were also
recognized as being the fir.;t AfricanAmerican choir 10 win the competi•
tion, and lhc second American choir
to hold 1he litle in 40 years.
Because ii was an African-American choir, fellow competilors and
even some audience members were
not pleased with the results.
"The people in the competition
and even in the audience were so
displeased by 1hc results, that some
yelled out 'Boo' at us." Norris said.
"I didn't let that bother me, but I had
to tell the students 10 ignore it, too.
I hate to say it, but some1imes we
(African Americans) must prove
ourselves and that's just what we
did."

The reviews from that compcti1ion stated 1ha1 the choir sang the
epitome of the "Habaneras."
In the same visi1, the HU choir
was allotted a 30-minulc time frame
to conduct a performance 1hat was
broadcas1 1hroughou1 1he coumry.
Despile visiting many new places
and having lo get .iccus1omcd 10 the
slrangc habit~ of various cuhurcs.
the HU Choir h.is surpassed many
of the limited expectations placed
upon 1hem because of their youth
and skin color.
However, wi1h 1hc help of Norris.
the Choir has accepted the invita1ion to appear at this yea~ lnternalional Festival in the week-long
series from Sept. 15-22.
Prepared with a repertoire of tradilional American music, with an
emphasis on African-American
composers, the choir is diligenlly
practicing in order to conlinuc the
legacy of greatness.
The next event for the choir is
scheduled in November when they
will travel to St. Thomas, followed
by a post-graduation trip to Eng•
land and France.

Pals celebrate 50th year of
campus friendship
By Janelle Lynette Thomps on
Hilltop Staff \Vrilcr

II has been 50 years since a new
entranl into Howard community
bas had 10 make the 1ransi1ion from
stranger to Bison alone. Since
1946, the Campus Pals have been
1hc organization whose purpose is
10 make 1ha1 shift as smooth as
possible.
The current 49 Pals plan on having monthly programs such as a
bonding social wi1h freshman, an
educational program and sexual
and heallh awareness programs this
year 10 celebrale 1heir 50th annivcr•

sary.
"This is the beginning of a new
era," said Reggie Woods. programs
direc1or and corresponding secrclary. "We plan on implementing
more programs during the year
than ju~l at 1he beginning of lhe
year. We plan on inviting speakers
from 01her univcrsi1ies as well as
Crom Howard. We will be focusing
on how to keep 1he educational
standards up."
The Campus Pals was founded by
Samuel B. Et hridge in 1946.
According to Woods, Ethridge was
a s1uden1 assis1ant in charge of
freshman wee k, and believed
Howard could be a better and nicer
univcrsily by lending a helping
hand to new s1uden1s and getting
them acclimated 10 college life.

For 50 years, the Campus Pals have welcomed new entrants to
Howard University with open arms.
The Pal mission is 10 help freshmen and 1ransfcr students with
transition from high school to college and to serve as a ca1alys1 to
allow freshmen 10 meet one anolh·

er.
"I didn't have a pal before I came
to school, but l was adopted by
Logan Campbell," said LaQuis
Harkins, a freshman markeling
major. " I appreciate what they've
done for me because they have
made the transition easier. I believe
1hey 're doing ii because they care."
Tikaya Wilson, a freshman nurs•
ing major said the Pals have been
helpful 10 her as well.
"TI1e Pals are very helpful." Wilson said. "'lney're like a helping
hand and there when you need

1hem."
Afler 50 years, the organi1~i1ion
claims to s1ill be one of the most
popular on campus, with hundreds
auditioning for limi1ed spols each
year.
"The first fifty years have been
wonderful, except for a brief time
in the 70's when we were inactive,"
Woods said.
In add ition to mon1hly programs.
the Pals arc organizing a brunch
and banquet during Homecoming.
" I expect for Pals 10 be school role
models and to do more work
throughoul 1hc school year," Woods
said.

\\'ant t<l share yom· campus concerns'? Write for Campus Plus. Call ,Janelle at 806-6866.

The members of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc., Alpha Chapter a re working to Improve their Image.

Omega Psi Phi strives for
change, better image
By LaJohnne White
Hilltop Staff Writer
Loud. arrogant and overbearing
arc only ~me of 1hc words !hat
many students use to describe lhe
bro1hcrs of Omega Psi Phi Fra1erni1y, Inc. However, Korey Wilson,
current prcsidenl of Alpha Chaplcr,
argues 1ha1 1he fraternity does 1101
just party and wear gold boots,
they also have a serious side.
II is through this side that Omega
Psi Phi has been recognized as 1he
"Campus Organiza1ion of the Year"
and "District Chapter of lhc Year"
for 1he fourth time in a row and also
as "National Chapter of the Year.''
And Stephon Henderson, co-adviser to the fra1erni1y, said they don't
inlend to stop there.
With 1hesc well-deserved honors, Erik Thomas admits the members of Omega Psi Phi arc trying to
clean up their image.
"We arc 1rying to change the way
people view Greck-leller fraternities in general," said Thomas, one
of the 22 active members of
Omega Psi Phi.

Henderson said that because
Omega Psi Phi is Alpha chap1er, he
and 01hcr members have a legacy
of responsibility and hard work 10
live up to .
"Omega Psi Phi is the first Black
fraternity founded on an AfricanAmerican campus,'' Henderson
said. "For this reason, we arc the
trcnd-seue~. and we have to con1inuc doing 1hings to unite the
campus and produce viable mem•
bers or the community."
Wilh lhis effort in mind, lhe fra•
tcrnity has sponsored programs
such as helping the freshman move
in and 1hc Annual Freshman Barbecue.
"The focus is to help freshman get
comfortable in their new environment," Wilson said.
The fralcrnity is also sponsoring
various informational seminars.
Upcoming sessions will discuss
1opics such as bone marrow, the
lnternel, sickle cell and breast cancer.
The fraternity held a cleanup of
Georgia Avenue and will sponsor
clo1hing and food drives in the dormi1orics.
In addition to these programs,

they tutor elementary and junior
high school sludents at Frederick
Douglas Jr. High and Gage Eckington Elementary School.
Despi1e knowledge of many of
the social ac1ion programs that
Omega Psi Phi sponsors on and off
campus, some students still have
reserved opinions.
"From what I can see, they are an
active organization and they keep
1he spiri1 of fraterni1ies alive on
campus," said Valerie Blanks, a
junior in 1he School of Arts and
Sciences. "However, at times they
come off a bit too s1rong."
In ligh1 of 1his type of cri1icism,
the fralernity realizes tha1they cannol please everyone.
"As long as we arc satisfying the
brothers, working hard in the community and s1riving to be more
like the founders, we arc doing our
parl," Wilson saitl.
As ii stands, Omega Psi Phi has
helped 10 produce prominent members of the community. Member.;
include Bill Cosby, Michael Jor•
dan, Jesse Jackson, Charles Drew
and Howard University President
H. Patrick Swygerl.
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You slam on the brakes and pull the wheel hard to the right, the sounds
of horns blaring from every direction. OK, that one was too close, way too
close. That other driver didn't even look before changing lanes. They call
them the express lanes, but you think "extinction lanes" is really more
appropriate. Today seems worse than usual••.\lmost like it's Celebrate

psychotic·

Driving Month or something and you' re in the
parade. l'fo matter. You're almost at the restaurant••.\

very chic, very you-know restaurant that you cannot afford. It is here that
you are meeting your

well-intentioned friend whose cousin

twice- removed is in town. Cousin needs a date. Cousin is just right for you!
your friend cl a.i ms. Sure. That's what your friend said about Dream Date Y
last month. The dream ended at the police station. Don't ask. "Sorry," you
tell your friend, "I'm booked."

Friend laughs.

Ji'riend knows you are never booked. An hour later you're cruising for
parking. :b'ive blocks. Six. Seven. Eight. Suddenly, you see it ••.\ space••.\
real, live legal parking space. \vith ••• can it be? Time left on the
meter. You slow to a stop. :b'lip your blinker. Stick your arm out the
window for good measure. Sure, it's a tricky parallel parking problem, but hey,,you're a mathematician. You calculate, then begin the
backup. Suddenly out of nowhere, it comes: a cheesy little red sports
car zipping into your space, the · driver laughing maniacally.

Your blood pressure rises.
The jerk. You start to pull away but suddenly remember. \veil, of course.
You smile. Pull out your laptop. Connect the modem to the cell phone. Go.
A.hh, there it is. OK, download. l'fow, display. Virtua.1.J.y out of nowhere

a police officer materializes. She gestures at 1'1ister Sports Car.
"Move this vehicle now, sir." YD-ster Sports Car argues, but the police
officer is firm. You watch as 1'1ister Sports Car reluctantly pulls
away. You smile. Log off. Power down. Parallel parking is tricky.

Damn, that's good software.

Full-Time and Summer Technical Interviews
October 28-29, 1996
See the School of Engineering Career Development/Experiential
Programs Office for job descriptions and details
Resumes due Wednesday, October 9, 1996
www.microsoft.com/col lege
C 1996 Mlctosoll c«potaUon, All r\illtJ reseNed,

•

•
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LOCAi .,
Civil War Meniorial to honor Black veterans
Memorial to spur development in Shaw-Howard community afier more than 100 years
By Keya Graves
Hilltop Staff Writer
Nearly 131 years after African Americans
trailblazed their way into the U.S. Armed Forces
during the Civil W.U-, local historians are gearing
up to immortalize their heroic e(forls wilh a
monument in Northwest WJshinglon.
The African-American Civil War Memorial
Foundation has proposed a $7.6 million project
that will honor 1hc more than 185,000 black
troops who fought in the Civil War. The project,
which is being designed by Louisville sculptor
Ed Hamilton, will feature a large-scale bronze
sculpture resembling Black sold iers and sailors
from the Civil War era.
While Foundation and city officials broke
ground for the monument this week, they arc still
scrambling for l million dollars 10 complete the
project, which is being billed as a catalyst for
economic development in 1he Shaw-Howard
community.
When war between the North and the South
ended in 1865, the Union Army held a lavish

District resi dents dressed
In Civil Wsr uniforms as
part of Adams-Morgan day.

·Adam.s-Morgan
Day goes on
despite threat
of cancellation
By Lawanda Amaker
Hilltop Staff Writer
Boiling in financial turmoil,
organizers of the Adams-Morgan
Day festival managed to keep 1he
ball rolling one more year, a1 least
long enough to pay a $9,000 down
payment to
1he District
government to cover police and
fire protection.
Speculation about the possible
cancellation of the popular cashstrapped festival spread across the
region, alarming thousands of
residents who quickly pressured
D.C. government officials to cut a
deal with festival organizers.
Robert Chambers, the festival's
executive director, said the $35,000
needed to pay 1he city for its
services was difficult to raise this
year because many of the festival's
major corporate sponsors donated
to other events, particularly the
Olympics in Atlanta.
Another reason for the decline
in the festival's financial resources
was the new ordinance forbidding
the sale of alcoholic beverages at
the festival. Community activists
said after last year's festival the
selling of alcoholic beverages at
1hc festival sent out a negative
mess.1ge to young people.
And two days before the festival
was set to kick off, th.! D.C.
government demanded a $9,400
down payment from festival
organizers as a condi tion for
issuing a permit for the festival.
Nonetheless, the festival went

on as scheduled and pleased those
in attendance
"I was really impressed," said
sophomore anthropology major
Helena Anguilar-Wooden. "This
was my first time there and the
cultural diversity really turned me
on. It was more 1han fun, it . was
more of a learning experience
about d ifferent cultures."
Adams-Morgan Day's ongoing
theme was "Peace and Unity In
The Community."
The festival has become a
prominent fix.turc in the eclectic
communi ty, where Latinos,
Blacks, Asians and other ethnic
groups thrive.
Food vendors from around the
world gave many Washingtonians
a taste of dishes from the West
Indies, Vietnan1, China and from
the all-American Ben and Jerry's.
There was also an array of
African artifacts and ethnic
clothing on display for sale.
"If there ever was a better place
to vend, this is it," said Hanif MuaAbdullah, a street vendor at the
festival.
Some activities included a
Health Fair and Then Clinic where
residents could receive health
advice and resources.
Adams-Morgan Day presented
activities for the whole family. This
year there was a Children's Fun
Zone where kids could draw, watch
magicians and mimes while
gelling their faces painted. Bingo
tournaments and other table games
were se1 up for senior citizens.

1wo-day parade on wh,ll is now Pennsylvania
Avenue to honor its soldiers - all of i1s soldiers
except its Black troops.
All of this occurred, despite that in 1hc final
months of the war Black troops in the Union
Army outnumbered the number of White
soldiers.
But Sunday, the heroic Black soldiers got
their glory.
'lb kick off its week-long celebration, the
Foundation saluted '"colored troops"' with a
parade on 1bc exact route that White Union
troops were honored on in 1865.
"Fina IIy, a great historical wrong has been
corrected," parade spectator Janice Crump said.
'"Black American history has never been
documented. This is a great s tart, and I'm glad
to be a part of it," she added.
1\vo-hundred and fifty re-enactors marched
along Pennsylvania Avenue holding the pride
and confidence of their ancestors.
John Whitefield and Carol Cowels traveled
from St. Louis. Mo., to participate in the parade.

The sultry smell of Southern cooking, West Indian

food and everything else in between hovered over the
Mall last weekend as thousands of people gathered for
the Black Family Reunion, a two-day festival
sponsored by the National Council of Negro Women.
Festival organizers said the Reunion was created 11
years ago to promote u nity, family values a nd
education in the Black community.
From New Jersey 10 Florida to Tuxas, family and
friends who hadn't seen each other in years flocked to
the District for one last shot at summer frolic.
"As soon as I entered the Mall, I saw big smiles and
happy Black people. You couldn' t help but to enjoy the
beautiful day," freshman Justice Wright said. "They
did a great job putting all of 1his together, she added."
This year's festival, themed "Together We Rise,"
brought together dozens of local and national
performing artists, like Solo, Ann Nesby, Carol
Reddick, Born Jamericans, and The Professor.
A large-scale health fair gave festival-goers the
opportuni ty 10 gel free dental screenings, eye
screen ings, massages and adv ice for havi ng
responsible, safe sex.
"Al our table we gave out a lot of information on

Altho u g h money w as

scarce, many people
participated In AdamsMorgan day.

Low voter turnout
casts shadow on
city's future

,,..,

Brazil wins Democratic
primary in heated city election
B) Steven Gray
Hilltop Staff Writer

Amid m o unti n g finan cial p ro b lems, Adams-Morgan Day
went o n as sch eduled last w eeken d . Thou sands o f
pe ople llned the corners o f 18th and Columbla Road for
the annual celebration .

Thousands gather at the Mall
for Black Family Reunion
By Lawanda Amaker
Hilltop Staff Writer

"This is the greatest opportunity 10 stand with
my brothers and sisters, m; we s tand for our
ancestors who fought for our freedom,"
Whitefield said. "African Americans mus t
continue to teach each other."
"We must never forget our history. By
dressing in these clothes, I express my history,
which gives people the opportunity to ask
que,t,ons ;ind learn," Carol Cowels •,aid.
Sunday·, parade ended at the Lincoln
Memorial, where a Ecumenical Service closed
out the day's celebrations.
While organizers were expecting Prc~ident
Clinton and D.C. Mayor Marion Barry, neither
showed up for the parade.
··we are making history today and re-writing
history," said D.C. City Councilman Frank
Smith.
" I am honored to be here today honoring the
men and women whocommi11ed and sacrificed
their lives for our freedom. It took fi\oe ,ear.. to
organize all the events. and there is still ,o
much more that we ha,c to do," Smith ~aid.

Prostate cancer and over 500 people came by to sign
a petition for more funds for breast cancer research,"
said Nadine Eads, Community Outreach Director at
lhe Washington Cancer Institute, located in 1hc
Washington Hospital Center. "Being at the Black
Family Reunion has been a tremendous help to our
organization."
But 1he Reunion proved to be more than just a place
to eat good food and hear good music, said Jeffrey
Montague. It was a time, he said, 10 get away from the
violence that permeates daily life in Washington.
"People usually expect violence in large gatherings,
but that didn't happen here," said Montague, a junior
business major. '"This event was completely the
opposite from what I expected ! loved it. It was wellorganized."
Along with the National Council of Negro Women,
the District government, Smithsonian, National
Geographic Society, and National Park Service
sponsored workshops at the festival.
Corporate sponsors of the festival included "Ille
Afro-Amer ican Newspaper, American Airlines,
Proctor and Gamble, Ford Motor Company, Eddie
Bauer, and W RC-TV.
"lf you missed i1, you missed it," said sophomore
Wylona Tabb, reminiscing on her trip to the Reunion.

In what could be a clear-shot
gaze into the '98 mayoral
elections. D.C. Council member
Harold Brazil wo n the Democratic
primary for the At-Large scat
Tuesday in one of the city's most
heated city council elections in
history.
Brazil, who currently represents
Ward 6 in Southeast W;i,shmgton,
beat long-time Marion Barry
supporter Joseph P. ,cldell , the
former Director of th e D.C.
Department of Employment
Services.
Early eMimatc, showed that
only 10-20 percent of reg,~tercd
D.C. voters went 10 the polls.
revealing what many political
pundits sec as a sign of voter
disguM with the city\ polili~
for many D.C. voter... Bra,il',
rise to the top of the cit)·,
Democratic hicmrchy ,ignaicJ the
changing of the guard, mal-ing him
a ,crious contender again,t Barry
in the upcoming "98 mayoral
elections.
Endorsements from three
powerful city council members
undoub1ediy pushed Brazil over
the top of the poll,.
On Snturday, ju,t days before
the elections, Bra.di received
coveted endorsements from
council members Kathy Patter.on.
D-Ward 3. John Ray, D -At Large,
and Bill Lightfoot, I-At Large.
The endorsements came just

da)s after BJrr) broke off ue, with
Yeldell and thrc" his support
behind Council Chairman David
A. Clarke, an obvious attempt to
,tagger Brazil\ ,tiff lead in early
poll,.
Both Ra} and Lightfoot arc
lea,ing 1heir At-Large scats on the
D.C. Cit) Council.
And Brazil. Ra) and Lightfoot
have all ,upportcd initiatives that
attempted to ,la,h the city's
burcaucrac) for better efficiency
With Yeldell "We would be
mo,ing bacl,"ard instead of
forward."' Patterson told the
Wa,hington Post short!) after her
unexpected cndor.emenl.
In another heated city council
election, ,ncumbcnt Edyie D.
Whillington, D-\Y.Jrd 8. ~uffcrcd
an agoniLing lo" to Sandy Allen,
despite a la,1-d1tch effort by
political all) Barr) to bol,ter her
rating, in the poll\.
Barr) cemented hi, support for
Wh11tington
on
Tuesday,
campaigning lor her at several
Oi,trict street corners.
··People "1tcd for me bt-causc
they weren·t "3ti,licd with what
wa, going on in th" cit)," Allen said
in a tclcvi,ion inlel"\ ie-.,. "'Thi., is not
the old guard. Thi, i, a n~•w guanl."
Al llilltop presstimc, Allen led
in the ()('II, with 40 percent of the
vote to Whi11ington·, 33 percent
Other earl\ "inners in
lucsday·, election, include Jack
Evan, (D-Dis1rict 2). Charlene
Drew Jarvi,. D-\.\ard 4, and Kevin
P. Chavous, D Ward 7.

Restaurant Review: Cafe Lautrec
By Jonathan L Wharton
The Hilltop Connois.-;cur
Deciding on a restaurant in
Adams-Morgan can be a really
hard decision. But with so many
restaurants on 18th and Columbia
streets, you cdn't go wrong.
And with Cafe Laut1cc. you'll
get one of the best chances to eat
authentic French cuisine in the
District.
Cafe Lautrcc, located at 2431
18th Street. right m the heart of
Adams-Morgan, cannot be
mistaken by its s idewalk eafc and
bui lding portrait of a Frenchman.
The atmosphere in th e
restaurant is truly French and
original. Jazz is a fixture at the
restaurant,
where
vintage
recordings of Sarah Vaughn, Billie
Holiday or the restaurant ·s live jazz
band light up the atmosphe re after
10:00 p.m.
TucM!ay night is Bruilian night
and on Saturday tap dancing is
performed on top of the bar.
·'Cafe L.tutrce sta nds o ut

because of our entertainment. ,ind
good food," owner Araya \\bldu
,aid. ··we arc a ,cry unique and
special restaurant."
And the food?
1ks Bien. Not only are the
portions delicious and sizable, but
also reasonable. Salad, and
appeti:i:cr~ arc priced from S3.95 to
$6.95. En1recs range from S6.95 to
$13.95. Chicken and seafood
dbhes are their spcc:iulties. lbey
a lso include a variety of daily
entrce specials including n tenific
filet mignon. But, be sure to have
one of their hearty salads and a
g lass of wine.The service is also
worth noting. They try their best to
accommodate their customers with
personalized and attentive service.
Cafe Lautrec is what a
reMaurant should be - a place
wit h continuous jazz, terrific
c uisine and an excellent bar. Even
if you don' t have a meal, the
restaurant can be a great bar at
night.
·typica lly, on a Frid ay or
Saturday night, the restaurant is
packed w ith people inside and

outside the restaurant lb1ening to
music, dining and drinking from
the bar. But on other ntgbti,
especially durmg the early pan of
the \\eek, it is ,cry pcut.-elul and
relaxing atmo,phcrc.
The be,t thing h that Cafe
Laulrec ts Black•Owncd Woldu
has owned the restaurant fur the
past tv.o }Cars. ,tnd h,L, rccd\/Cd
c~ccllcnt bu~inc,s.
"We have man)· fallh ful
cu.stQmcrs who come for a drink.
cat or just listen 10 some jazz,"
said \\'oldu
I high!) recommend this
restaurant.
The
Hilltop
Conno~~~cur overall rating: A

Restaurant Rating;

Acce~sibil.ity
Welcome Greeting
'lbblc Prcpar,llion
Overall Environmen1
Menu Selc<'tion 10
Meal Portion,
Food Preparation
'faste of l'ood
Service
Co,t

10
I0
8

Overall Tutu!

96

IO

9
10
I0
10
9
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 6, 1996

MEMORANDUM
•

10

'

FR0\1

Members of the Howard University Community
H. P~TRICK SWYGE~-#1,,~
President

SUBJECT

..

FY95/96 UNIVERSITY MERIT AWARD PROGRAM

In June 1996, I announced the Board of Trustees' approval of a three-phase salary
adjustment plan for faculty and staff. Phases One and Two were implemented in June and
July, respectively. I am pleased to announce that Phase Three, the creation of a salary
merit award program, will be implemented in October 1996. Accordingly, you are herein
advised of the acceptance of nominations/recommendations for the initial University Merit
Award Program as follows:
•

Period of Reco~nltion

July 1, 1994 through June 30, 1996

•

Who Can Nominate

All Members of the University Community
(Faculty, Deans, Supervisors, Alumni,
Students, and Self-nominations)

•

Who Is Eligible

Ali Non-Union/Non-Grant Employees on the
University Payroll as of December 31, 1995

•

Submission Deadlines

September 27, 1996

Information packets on the guidelines for submission of nominations/recommendations are
available at the various locations listed below. These guidelines are being put into place now
to avoid any delay in award recognition of outstanding faculty and staff performance. The
guidelines are interim and shall govern nominations and/or recommendations for the
FY95/96 award period. Further refinement of the guidelines will be developed by the end of
this fiscal year and will be shared with the Faculty Senate, Deans, Departr:nent Chairs,
Administrators, and the Howard University Staff Organization for comment.

Please be mindful that these awards are highly competitive and that an eligible nominees
-Will not receive awards. It is anticipated that no more than twenty percent {20%) of the
workforce will receive awards.
We have sought to construct a fair, rational, and effective program. The comments I
received from the Faculty Senate, the Deans and Department Chairs, the Howard University
Staff Organization, and the Vice Presidents have been very helpful to me. Many, many
thanks to you all. Should you have any questions regarding the nomination/recommendation
process, please direct all inquiries to the Office of the Vice President for Human Resource
Management at 806-2250.

2400 Sixth Street, NW, Suite 402
Washington, DC 20059

-

(202) 806-2500
Fax (202) 806-5934

FURTHER DETAILS AND NOMINATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AS FOLLOWS-

OFFICE OF THE DEAN
All Schools/Colleges

C. B. POWELL BUILDING
Human Resource Management, 525 Bryant St., NW

ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER

M.W. JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Fourth Floor Reception Desk

Office of the Dean for Student Life
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Convention addressing needs
of the poor set for St. Louis
By David Muhammad
Hilttop Staff Writer

The Republicans had 1heir convention in San Diego, 1hen 1hc
Democrais in Chicago. Now, in St.
Louis, Mo., the poor and oppressed
will have thc[r lurn.
The Polilical Convention of 1hc
Poor and Oppressed has been sel
for Sept 27-29, said Dr. Benjamin
Chavis, head of 1he Na1ional
African-American Leadership
Summit (NAALS).
''Our goal is 10 1ransform 1hc
poli1ical sys1cm by practicing the
principle of self-de1ermina1ion and
by affirming a God-ccn1cred, spirit-filled mass movement for
empowermenl," Chavis said.
The political conven1ion -- an
outgrowlh of the Million Man
March •·
was originally
planned al Howard Universily
during lhe NAALS mee1 ing lasl
November.
NAALS and Million Man March
Inc., hos1ed a national hearing on
Issues and Public Policy in Chica-

go lasl July. There the upcoming spirit of the Million Man March
conven1ion in SI. Louis was and be a parl of crcaling a new
planned.
agenda for black people in AmerA cross-seclion of Black leader- ica." said Nik Eames, HUSA chief
ship, simildr 10 the coalition creat- of staff. "Howard sludents are vital
ed at the March, was present at the in 1his efforl 10 transform 1hc polilnational hearing. Minis1cr Louis ical sys1em."
Earrakhan, Illinois stale senator
During a speech at the Million
Ricky Herdon, and Washington Man March, Farrakhan sa id he
Umoja Par1y
..
inicnded to creC hair m 3 n
011r goal 1s to transform the
ale a third polilMark Thomp- political system by practicing
ical force 10
son
were the principle of self-determina- combat the twoamong 1hosc
lion nnd by affirming n God- party system
who drafled
centered, spirit-filled mass
that he says has
the agenda 10
movement for empowerment. ignored Black
be finalized
•• Dr. Benjamin Chavis
issues.
nexl week.
"You've been
"We
arc ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 1alking
100
moving loward independent poli- much poli1ics, 100 much econom1ics for ourselves that will change ics, bu1 you don'I have God in it.
1he course of his1ory, "TI1ompson The rea.wn why the Million Man
said.
March was successful bcc-dusc God
As a parl of "Opera1ion Vo1c was in ii," said Farrakhan, who is
Bison," the Howard Universi1y scheduled 10 deliver a keynote
S1uden1 Association (HUSA) plans address a1 1he conven1ion.
to send busloads of studcn1 delcO1hcr agenda items include:
gates 10 1he polilical convention
♦
Es1ablishing independent
this month.
poli1ical panics
"We wanl 10 Slay in tune wilh lhc

♦

Demanding 1he freedom
of all poli1ical prisoners
♦
The abolil ion of lhc dealh
penally
♦
Re-establish affirmative
ac1ion programs
♦
Transforming 1hc public
school system
♦
Protec1ing His1orically
Black Colleges
Nol e\cryonc who par1icipa1ed in
the March agrees witll the indcpendeni or third force poli1ics.
Toe Rev. Jesse Jackson, who was
lhe only Black person to address
the Democratic conven1ion, held a
meeting of his own during 1he
same lime of the nalional hearing
in Chicago.
Organizers of bolh mee1ings say
it was merely coincidence and no
rift was present
'"Reverend Jackson is my brolhcr, I love him." Chavis said. "The
efforis of Reverend Jackson arc in
no way in any conflict wilh our forward direction. Our voles will be
de1crmined no1 on personali1ics,
but on issues."

Hoopla over Black Civil War
veterans spreads across nation
National monument and Internet home page
established to honor, acknowledge heroes
By Natalie Hopkinson
Hilltop Staff Writer

If escaped slave Samuel Cabble
were alive 1oday, he might be a litlie puzzled abou1 lhe fuss folks are
making this week over him and his
fellow Black Civil War velcrans.
A national monumenl, an Internet
home page and renewed interest in
Blacks tracing their roots?
Back in 1864, al l 1he 551h Massachusc11s Regimen! soldier was
concerned wilh was licking those
rebels in a hurry so he could rc1urn
10 his lady love.
"I would like 10 know if you are
s1ill in slavery. If you arc, it wi ll not
be long before we sha ll have
crushed the system that now
oppresses you," Cabble wrote in a
leuer 10 his wife, who was a slave
in Missouri.
D.C. Council Chairman Frank
Smilh Jr. believes lhe fuss is completely ra1ional and aboul 131
years overdue. Congress gave 1he
approval lo establish a monumcnl
in 1992. Ycs1crday, the sile of 1he
first African-American Civil War
Memorial was dedicaled.
The 1989 Civil War movie,
'Glory', for which actor Denzel
Washing1on won an Academy
award is parily responsible for
inspiring 1hc movement 10 recognize the Black soldier's role in the
war.

Smilh, who heads the Civil War
Memorial Freedom Founda1ion,
began rallying for supporl six years
ago 10 creel 1he monument 10 honor
the Blacks who served in the U.S.
Colored Troops.
After 1he Union victory in 1865,
Black soldiers were nol invi1ed 10
par1icipa1e in a parade honoring

!hose who fought Since then, 1hc
soldiers have received liule rccogni1ion for 1heir role in preserving
1he Union.
"The gave all 1hey had for the
cause of juslicc here in 1he Uniled
S1a1es," Smith said Tuesday morning at a tribute 10 1he soldiers at
Arling1on National Cemetery. "\\i:

Louis Martin, a Private In the 29th regiment of the U.S.
Colored Infantry, poses for a photograph that was used as
proof of his Injury for his Certificate of Disability for

will con1inue in our efforts 10 ,ct
1he record s1raigh1."
In lhe cemetery's marblecolumned amphi1hea1er - just a
few feel from where General
Rohen E. Lee·s home si1s perched
on a hill about 400 people
prayed. rejoiced and enjo)cd performances from severa l childrcn·s
groups.
Smi1h's foundation has confirmed
1ha1 I00 families are descendants
of 1he soldiers. However, foundation officials say 1herc arc millions
more 1ha1 don't know 1hat 1heir
anccsior, served in the war.
·•1 feel proud 10 be recogni✓Cd
and 10 be acknowledged 1hat he did
serve." s.1id Maureen Page, greatgrca1 grnnddaughlcr of Civil War
veteran l'riva1c William Page. "'So
many people can·1 1racc back 1heir
roo1s."
The National Park Service also
announced Tuesday 1ha1 ii SCI up an
ln1ernc1 website in response to 1he
hundreds of inquiries ii receives
each week for informa1ion on
Black Civil War soldiers.
Those inicrcstcd in looking at
National Archives records and
pho1ographs of over 230,000 Black
Union and Confcdcra1e army vc1erans can visi1 the si1e at
hllp://www.ild.nps.gov/cwss/.
··11 seems appropria1e 10 say 1ha1
finally, 1heir time has come," Smilh
said.

n t e H1 Wit
Jonathan
The Black
Caucus and its
Washington Ways
Every year, the Congressional Black Caucus Foundation (CBCF) hosts its legislalive conference in Washington
to spread the wealth of information, advocacy and lavi sh
parties in 1he conven1ion cen-

t~~~ purpose seems straight for-

Powhatan Beaty, a fl rat Sergeant of the 5th U.S. Colored
Troops, was promoted two days a~.. r enlisting In the Army.

50 10 $?5 and the foundali ~

prayer breakfast is only ,.
ward-10 emphasize a currenl
Who has money for all of f
theme that encompasses a rele- Sure it's a fund-raiser, but g
vant issue in the Black commu- also a fund-dryer for man Ii
t
nity. The foundation hosts •a us.
variety of lectures, town ball
Unfortunately, it's some1i ·1
meetings, and workshops.
the best way to see many of i
·v·
pari·es
Black leaders in Congress. ·t_
B U t lb e ex p ens IC
I.
1
receptions and dinners seem 10 you can bcai the 4,000 d'
comradict the very idea. 11 guests before they see 1he I r:
1
seems as though they empha- makers first.)
a
size helping Blacks, bul a1 the
Somanyofusactuallypa I
same time, they party at an the $40 or the S500 events . .
ex p e n s i v e , - - - - - - - - - - - - - , if you are 1\.1
$500 a plate Tltc expensive parties, rectp• ?' the Waj0
dinner, or an
tion .t and di11ners seem to
mgton Bel'11
exclusive prico11trodict tlte very idea. It
eli1e, you
vate reception.
seems as though they
someone
Fortunately,
emphasiu helping Blacks,
can help~
I'm not the
b11tatthe <ametime, they
get into
party al 011 expensfre $500 a
scene. Usu
only one who
plale dumer, or 011 exclusi-.,e
corporates
feels this way.
CBC memprfrate reception.
sors pay for
her, Represcn$5,000 talt
tative Maxine Waters, D-Calif., and ask represen1.11ives froml
said last year that she was get- companie5 to be pre!>Cnl.
most of the 1ime, the C
1ing tired "of seeing the same
people every year al these SJOOmembers might receive a t
a-plate dinners."
or two and they decide who•
sit a1 the $500 seal.
The CBCF is a separate arm of
the Congressional Black Con'Typical Washington.
gress (CBC). The CBC is the
I have no problem with d
ac1uallcgisla1ivc group of Black
idea. II 's just the price of I
elected officials in Congress.
events, and the people who re
The foundation, on the oihcr ly attend them is the problc11
agree wilh Waters.
hand, is a nonprofit advocacy
I would like to see a mix
group thal organi.ces some of
the best projects in Washington
Black people al these 18\l
for the Black community. They events. Moreover, private Q
even have internship and felporations may sponsor a rect
lowship programs for Black Siu•
tion or a parly in honor al
dents interested in working on
CBC member and invite jus
select few 10 attend.
Capi1ol Hill.
But 1he foundation hosL<; its
Once again, you need lo ko.
annual black-tie dinner for $500 someone. 'Typical Wa<;hingu
a person -or if }OU really have
Or is 1his ju,t typical of Bl
monc} - $5,000 dinner table
in lcader-bip·!
for JO gues1s.
Jo11atl,a11 WJ,arto11 is the
Moreover, the famous fashion
Hilltop political columnist.
show and concerl range from

t
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Rio victims to receive
cash settlement
a
t

'All Natural' Hair Care line will a
pay $4.5 million to customers
a nn1uJi
1
Rio Hair Nnturalizer System ~
Rio flair Na1urnlizer with ~
Enhancer were sold on cable
vi\ion s1aiions across 1he coulll
through il series of infomercial\
which lhe company made the cd:troversial claims.
In December J 994, the Food /IL
Drug Adminislra1ion firs1 iss11
a pub Iic warning against the '1
of Rio ·s produc1s afler s1uc!iJ
showed lhey caused scalp irril.
tion, hair di'iCOlora1ion and
age.
A labora1ory analysis shO',I\
that the produc1s were hig}
acidic and con1aincd cupic chlj
ride. which can cause ligh1 It
colo~ toiurn green.
I
The California Departmen1 i
Health also placed an emba!I,
agains1 1hc product in an attetJ!
10 hall i1s sa le. In July, no1icesl/i
claim forms were mailed oul 1
Rio's CUSI0mers so thal viciifi
could get financial compcnsa~;
for damages.
,
Next Oc1ober, Distric1 Co ,
Judge Gcrald-E. Rosen of Mid,
gan will decide if 1he scttlemeiti,
fair.
H you were one of 1he unforl
nale victim , you can call 1he K
liligation informa1ion hotline
800/834-2282.
to cul ii off and wear

By Aisha WIiiiams
l-lil11op Staff Wri1er

Discharge.

Alexander Kelly, first Sergeant of the 6th U.S. Colored Troop
received a Medal of Honor In 1865.

$

When the infomercial host ~aid
the relaxer wai, i,afe enough 10
eat, mos1 people knew 1he Rio
Uair Naturalizcr system was 100
good 10 be true and didn·1 buy it.
Hundreds of 01her women weren't
so lucky.
Before lhe Los Angeles-based
Black hair care company was shut
down by U.S. Marshals laM year,
about 1800 women filed complain!!' to 1he Food and Drug
Adminis1ra1ion. Their hair turned
green, broke off and scalps
burned, from lhc product advcr1ised as an all-nalural, chemical•
Cree relaxer safe enough to cal.
Until recently, 1he victims had
nolhing 10 comfort them or erase
lhc lrauma of weeks of bad hair
days, but 1ha1 may change soon.
World Rio Corpora1io n Inc.,
agreed 1his June 10 pay over $4.5
million 10 cus1omcrs who suffered
damage 10 their hair and sca lp.
·•1 know a girl from New York
who used it a few limes," Sophomore Sabrina Smith said. "After
a while her hair go1 briu le and dry
and s1ar1cd 10 fall out. I-fer hair
was in such bad shape 1ha1 she had

14
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Naturalized Africans may become
major voting force in U.S., officials say
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye
1lilltop Srnff Writer

For man) Afric.in,. depending on
.their country\ form of government.
a vote ha, no meaning-they simply do not hu,c one
Citizen, of Nigcri.i cannot vote
since the militar) regime of Sanni
Abacha doc\ not allow for election,. The government came into
power b) way of a coup.
The former apartheid-ruled South
Africa did not allow Blacks the
right 10 vote.
In the United State,. however. the
situation is different.
The 26th Amendment to the cons1i1u1ion give, ever) eligible U.S.
cilitcn the right In mlc. Yet. despite
this cligibilit). the rnajorily of na1urali7cd cititcn, from Africa who
arc eligible 10 mtc choo,c not 10
participate.
According 10 the 1990 U.S. Ccnsu.,. of the hundreds of lhou,and, of
African, digiblc 10 ,otc, mo,1 arc
not even rcgi,1ercd.
Further. the Ccn,u, Bureau e,1i-

mates that over a half million
Africans will become naturalized
bct"ecn now and Oct. I - in time
10 ca,1 their votes at election time
and bring the total number ol eligible African citizens 10 over I million.
·
Following this realization of the
potential African voter pool in the
U.S., the Get Out The African Vote
lnitiati,e (GOT\VI) w.Ls launched
by The Emerging Force, a Wa,hington. D.C.-based organization to
target areas of high African populace.
Founded by Seedy Lelle or Gambia, the bipartisan group aims 10
"educate. motivate and strongly
urge all eligible Africans 10 apply
for citizenship. register 10 vote and
participate in the electora l
process."
Started lour month, ago, rhe
Emerging Force will serve a, an
instrument through which issues
affecting the African continent can
be addressed. Lene said
llowever. Lene stressed that
politician, won·1 respond 10 those
important iS\ues if Africans in the
United States don·1 vote.

··we are specifically dedicated to
mobilizing. org~nizing the potential
African vote here in the u.s.:· he
said. " If our people arc mobilized
here in the U.S.• we will make a difference as to who wi II become the
nc,1 president of the U.S."
·nic growing African population
in the United State., has a lot to
offer. Leuc said.
··The African ,•ote is e,tremel)
cssenti,11. Besides the [Census
Bureau] numbers, we the African
immigrants arc the most educated
group of immigrants here in America," Lelle said. "We are the third
highest per capita earners in the
U.S. as wel l.
[We have) a million-plus vote.
educated people who can contribute to the political process and
policies of the U.S., and (people
who I t.-ould contribute to the polit
ical part) of their choice because
they have a high income."
With the a,,,i,tance of heads of
Alrican community-based organizutions. ,uch as the Afric:m and
Caribbean Affairs. the World
Bank/Africa Club and 1he African
Lawyers As'>OCiation. The Emcrg-

ing Force plans 10 unite and organize all African communities
throughout the United States to register and deliver their vote.
The Emerging Force wi ll also
receive assistance from the Citi•
zcnship USA Drive, which is an
effort by the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) to help
eligible immigrants become US citizens.
"We arc a nation of communi1ics." said, Doris Messner. INS
commissioner.
"They (Afri cans] can embrace
America as home and feel proud to
be Americans. The INS plans to
hasten the time it takes to become
a U.S. citizen and process all citizenship applications by the end or
September 1996."
The official launching or the
Voter/Citizenship Drive is Scp1.
21 at the Washington Convention
Center. Key officials from holh
the Democratic and Republican
parties have been invited to
,peak.
" I think we arc making a historic
stride in getting Africans involved,"
Lene said.

' I

-

Seedy Lelle, founder and president ol the Emerging Force, aaya the African
population will be an emerging force during the presldenllal election• In
November.

'Willing to live poor in Japan, but not in Anterica'
One woman te lls of her
life in Japan
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:olumnlst Karen Anton HIii speaks on living In Japan
t the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center. She
nd her family had lived there for 21 years.

By Karen Thomas
Ihlltop Stafl Writer
When Karen llill Anton arrived in Japan on
June I. 1975. lin lc did she know Japan would
become her home.
Now, 21 years later, Anton is sharing her experiences of living and rai~ing her family in Japan.
At a reception held last Friday, at the Howard
University Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs
Center. Anton told a group of students and focult) of her life in Japan. and explained how the
surroundings affected the wa) she secs the rest
of the \\Orld.
"I learned to be aware, and I was willing to
adjust, adapt and accept the society I had chosen 10 live in:· Anton said.
Anton, who was born in New York, said the initial adjustment to her new society was not easy.
Although she found some aspects of her new
home compatible with her thoughts and feelings.
she admitted having 1rouble with other aspects
of Japanese life.
Anton was very critical of Japan's education
system, even though all four of her children
anended school there She said Japan's school
policy of long days, uniforms. six-day weeks and
short vacations is too rigid for children.
Because the Japanese sys1cm stresses more on
the "group·· than the individual, Anton said she
initially feared her children would become
··Japanese Vessels:· lacking individual identity.
Her tears were later dispelled.
Though critical of the Japanese education system. ,he exprL,scd no n:grcts for sending her four
children. three of whom ,~ere born in Japan. to
the public schools there.

Despite ih riA1dness, Anton appreciated ,omc
qualities of the system such as its equulit),
commitment to teaching and intcrc,t in all chil
drcn.
She said her children, all nuent in Japanese.
were treated like all the other Japaneo;c children.
although they were the onl) African-American,.
Citing an example of the personal a11cn1ion
teachers give each student. Anton rcla1ed with
satisfaction the time of }Car when her children\
teacher visits the home of every student.
Anton said another reason tor makingJap,m her
home wa;, the health-care ,ystcm. which she said
is a very secure health plan for herself and her
family.
Comparing Japan\ health system with America ·s. Anton secs health care in the United State,
as being a pri\'i lcge for onl) the privileged.
Anton said that she will rather struggle in
Japan than live poor in America.
" I will be willing to live in Japan poor but not
in America," she said.
In defense of her new culture. Anton explained
that whal Americans sec a, a repressive sociel)
in Japan, the Japanese sec America a, lhc land
of "irresponsibility and chaos·•.
Many people who attended the event <,aid that
they found it educational. revealing and informative.
"As someone who docs not know much about
Japan, it puts a window on Japan for me. It was
very educational," said 'lbnya Recd. a Ph.D.
candidate in African Studies at Howard University. "(Anton] was very fortunate 10 have
such a great experience."
Chick Ohori, a Japanese ,1uden1 majoring in
music business at Howard. said Anton's pre

~thiopian Cultur e Cen t er
~elebrates 2nd anniver sary
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye
Hi111op Staff \Vrilcr

GOTOOFHCER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.
•

Put your college
~ degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

~or lhose who want to learn more
tOut Ethiopian culiure. the Center
r Ethiopian Am and Culture\
c:ond anni,crsar) gala is the place
be. organizers said.
Inc event, scheduled for Sept. 14
the Capitol Hilton in NorthweM
a<hington, will be held in coniction with the Ethiopian New
ar. lnkutatash, where guests will
briefed on what activities the
!AC has planned for upcoming
)nth.,.

I variety of performances have
en scheduled including one by
!AC"s own Nile Ethiopian
scmblc, which will perform
,ny or its origina l music and
1cc presentations. Also schedd to appear is Ethiopian Singer
J Storyteller Master CrariM
she Oamessac.
he anniversary cclebralion will
o showcase the talent~ or
·ican-American dancers who
I perform the " lskc1a·• - the
rcasingly popular Ethiopian
ulder dance.

scntation was nol laden with stereotypes. " I
think it is good that she was not narrow minded."' Ohori said. "People like her can help dispel some nfthc stereotypes about Japanese people:·
Other, found the presentation culturally
encouraging
Michelle Reece. a political science major at
George Washington University, said though she
admired Anton. she (Reece) doubted that she
could have adapted so much.
"I thought ii was very interesting and extremely informative about Japanese culture," Reece
,aid.
"I find it fascinating how she was able to adjust
10 the group concept, coming from America with
its strong individuality. I do not know if I could
become so assimilated.""
Yoshimi Nakamura, a professor in the Modern Language Deparlmcnt at Howard University was also very impressed. "Even
Japanese people cannot express very well
their own cuhurc." Nakamura said while
explaining that most of Japanese communication is nonverbal.
"She articulated the beauty of the culture. She
focused on tradi1ional beauty of Japan, not broken down. I learned a 101 from her of how to
c,prcss Japan's beauty which is being lost," he
said
Anton is presently writing a column about her
experience tilled, "Crossing Cultures," for the
Japan Times.
lier column explores what it means to be
Japanese. what it means to be American and
what ii means 10 be human.
Anton·, fir,-i novel, "Ava's Story," is being con•
sidcred for publication.

The NIie Ethiopian Ensemble Is dedicated to educating people
about Ethiopian culture.

According to CEAC organi.tcr,, lh e adoption of the ,hou ldcr
dance b) American< i, n definite
sign thal the C' EAC i, making
progress toward its goal of in tro•
ducing the unique dcligh1s of the
Ethi opian art in the United
States.
Upcoming events include the official open ing of the Mini-Museum

at CEAC's headquarters in the heart
of the Eth iopian community in the
Districl.
The mini-museum con1ain, a rich
variety of authentic traditional artifncts, domestic furniture and utensi ls, agricultural implements and
handicrafts personally collected in
Ethiopia by CEAC Director. 11:sfaye Lemma.

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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EDITORIA L
University elite do disservice by
withholding information
tration who hinder us in our efforts to find the truth.
tis has become the favorite pastime of public figRecent events surrounding our a11empt to investigate
ures nationwide to attack the media for its depic- a nd report on the dismissal of Homecoming officials
tion of the world. Conservatives, African Amer- and lawsuits involving University personnel a 11cst to
icans, Latinos and liberals line up in droves 10 attack this. Sources have been intimidated into s ilence and
the media for its depiclions of current events. Often
meetings have been closed to the public - all in an
these accusations are firmly based, but other times they
attempt to control the flow of information throughout
are just frivolous complaining. Yet the fact of the matthe campus.
tcr is that the media is the only way people arc able to
This is not the first time, and likely not the last, that
stay aware of current events.
allempts have been or will be made to hinder our inves•
What if there were absolutely no media when TWA ligations. Most students assume that if there is news
Flight 800 exploded off American shores? How would on this campus to report. The Hilltop will report it.
we have known that the plane blew ~ - - - - - - - - ~ What they do not realize is that there is a
up? Like it or not, the media is the
Our View
much more sinis ter side to Howard that
primary means of transmitting inforIt is unethical for
they encounter only in rumor. It is the s ide
mat ion, and if it didn't exist a whole
Howard to withhold
that we hear about in shady, hushed tones
lot of people would be in the dark. information about stu- from anonymous mouths, prefacing their
This point is true even more at
dent-funded events.
comments with ,;this is s trictly off the
Howard University. The Hilltop is .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, record."
the most efficient vehicle of information to students
We are not in the business of printing rumor. Yet we
about events at Howard. No other publication on this also understand that there are certain parties who see
campus approaches The Hilltop's level of readership to it that certain truths remain just that - rumor.
among students. When things happen on this campus,
Many of these parties' salaries are paid by s tudents
the studcnlli look to The Hilltop to get an account of and the affairs that they are so secretive about arc also
the events.
funded by students. Howard has sunk to an all-time
Often these events involve conOict between the inter- ethical low when it allows special interest groups to
est of students and the interests of the administration.
control what students know about the very events they
The Hilltop slrivcs to give fair and accurate accounts
pay for. Wh ile these groups may intimidate others and
of these events. Yet at times we !ind it the case that cer- gag some of our sources, we at The Hilltop will not
tain parties attempt 10 obstruct our investigation.
be swayed. We hold adherence to truth and integrity
Rarely are these "parties" ordinary s1udcn1s; it is as our top priority. It is our hope that these How•Jrd
often the Howard student "elites" and the adminis- elites would do the same.

l

Clinton's justification for bombing
Iraq fools no one
n Sept. 1 the army of Saddam Hus.~ein entered
If Hussein's intervention is considered persecution and
northern Iraq. Since the close of the Persian
if the United Stales is so concerned about the welfare
Gulf War, northern Iraq had been designated of the Kurds, why was there no response by the Unita "no- fly ;i:onc" by the Uniled Nations. Hussein was ed States when lran initiated the conflict?
responding to a reque~t from one of two feuding KurThere is also the issue of sovereignty. Hussein did not
dish factions in Northern Iraq, the Kurdish Democinvade another country; this is action that he took with•
ratic Party. The other party, the Patriocic Union of Kurin the boundaries of his country. What allows the Unitdistan, had enjoyed the backing of Iran since late July ed States (of all countries) to be the moral conscience
when the Iranian army invaded northern Iraq.
of the world and arbicrarily bomb whoever they deem
Allegedly, in response to Hussein's ,---O-u_r_V_ie_w
___~ out of line?
.
.
actions, the United States launched
.
Furthermore, we believe that Chnton
two volleys of missiles into southern
The bombing of _Iraq
was at least part ially mot ivated by polIraq. The US.justified 1heattack by
had little to do With
ilics. It's no secret that Bill C linton's
claiming that Saddam wa, persccutmorals and everything
image as a military leader has take n
ing the Kurdish people by moving in
to do with politics.
some hits. From day one Republicans
and supporting one faction. In his
ha\'e dogged Clinton, characteri;i:ing
statement's to the public President Clinton said,
him as cowardly draft-dodger. As recently as last
"When you abuse your own people or threaten your week Republican presidential candidate Robert Dole
neighbors you must pay a price."
said that U.S. foreign policy was 1he victim of '·weak
While Clinton's bravado may sound impressive at
leadership." What better way to show the American
first glance, The Hilltop feels that a close examina• people his strength than by bombing one of Amcrition of his actions show that they are questionable and ca 's most despised enemies?
filled w ith contradictions.
Clinton's statement about rulers paying a price for
Consider the facts. While U.N. resolutions do pro- abusing their constituents is also problematic. Nobody
hibit Hussein from persecuting minorities such as the bombed Johannesburg while it was abusing the Black
Kurds, they do not prevent him from intervening in majority there. This is clearly a double standard used
internal disputes in the country where he is president.
primarily for political gain. We at The Hilltop are nc iln addilion, when the Iranian army intervened in the
ther fooled nor amused by the "mask of morals" that
dispute, the United States offered no military response.
the administration portrays.

O

Letter to the Editor:
Dear Editor,

I'

This lener is regarding the headline of the Sept. 6 front-page article "Graduate s cudents lack Icade ,.
written by Lisa Prince. After reading this article, I found that the content of the article was about me
of the Graduate Student Assembly, and not about all or most graduate s tudent~. Although I was at first o
ed by the headline of this article, I am g lad that I read it. Certainly, this article has allowed me to contc
long and hard on what it means 10 be a leader.
It is my understanding that to be a leader, one must have:
r
The critical thinking abilities to assess the need of the group that he/she is leading.
t
The dedication to coordinate and complete tasks that will meet the needs of the group that she/he ,
leading.
The humility to serve others, in particularly the members of the group.
ti
From this understanding of leadership, anyone has the capability to lead. One does not have to be in t
or any other organization to be a leader. The fact is, most graduate scudents arc teaching assistants and/or h•
ciates; this position by itself is a position of leadership.
·1,
Furthermore, there are some graduate s tudents who choose to volunteer their time and service to co n
nity organizatio ns outside the university. In my opinion, these graduate students arc also leaders.
After reading Ms. Prince's article, I know chat the GSA must become more structured for the 1996-97
year. However, I also know thal the GSA is not the only place to find leadership; I am urging the Howard ·r.
munity 10 look for graduate leadership in other places as well. Not all ''graduate students lack leadershi 'I
<;

Laverne C hambers
First-year Graduate Student

0

Dear Graduate s tudents,

The Hilltop'S graduate student liaison brought it to my anent ion that Ms. Chambers was not the only
uate student who was disturbed by "Graduate students lack leadership," a front-page article in last w
Hilltop.
As editor in chief of The Hilltop, I was naturally concerned that some of the graduate-student populati
the Howard University community was not pleased with the front-page article in last week's paper.
I am discouraged that the very population at whom the article was aimed missed its focu.s. The rcpor
not intended to evaluate individual graduate students' leadership capabilities or judge their actions in cm
mentor community service. A carefu l reading of the article reveals it clearly alerted the community t
lack of structure of this year's Graduate Student Assembly and how having no officers affectS graduate
dents' representation at the University. The Graduate Student Council or individual graduate students
not the subjects of the story and that is why their situations were no1 addressed.
Because of the current state of the Graduate Student Assembl)\ graduate students lack leadership. GS~
ed officials should repre!.Cnt graduate students' needs and concerns to the University; right now, they are n
istent.

Donya J. Matheny
Editor in Chief

WE W ELCOME YOUR LElTERS AND COMMENTS

THE HILLTOP encourages you to share your views, opinions and ideas. We publish o
material addressed to us, and routinely edit letters for space and style. Letters as well as co
mentaries must be typed signed with full addresses and telephone numbers.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are solely the views of tire Editorial Board
and do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP
or tlie students.
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor
THEBILLTOP
2251 Sherman Ave. NW.
Washington, D.C. 20001

'My vote won't change any thing.'
We beg to differ
t's a sad statement that MTV turns more heads at
But can we b lame them. Young people s imply don't
Howard University than a serious polilical debate vote. This scenario is especially disgraceful considat the Blackburn Center would, but that is the real- cring the legacy of protest in the name of historical
ity of the campus today. It is also the reality that the
racial persecution, which we have inherited.
MTV Choose or Lose Bus, which will be on "the
In the Black community, only 43 percent of all Black
Yard" today, has done its job sparking interest in the
youth 18 to 21 are registered to vote. In 1994, only 17
political process by registering more than 100,000stupercent of this number managed to make it out to the
dents nationwide, albeit in their pomp and flash manpolls in an election which turned the govcrnmenl deciner. But they're not the on ly ones.
sively more right-wing and reactionary.
Political parties and inte1est groups have shown
This is not to say youth have nothing to gripe about,
great veracity in making young people's presence felt
but when the call goes out to rally people to vote,
at the polls this year. Programs like Youth Vote '96
youth and the indignant respond weakly, "My vole
have aimed to get a record 12 million voters between
won't change anything."
the ages of 18 and 24 registered.
True, the single vote has an equal, but dismal, mathThe GOP sponsored a train trip throughout the counematical chance of seriously effecting an e lection, but
cry this summer chat picked up young Republicans and excuses for apathy do not justify eliminating oneself
took them to the convention in San . - - - - - - - - -- --. from the political process in America.
Diego. The Democrats have gotten into
Voting is the least one needs to do in
the game as well, attempting to pass legOur View
order to get his or her issues addressed
islation that would require universities
One single vote
by the government.
to provide voter registration information
ripples into a strong
We must remember it was not through
when students sign up for classes.
collective voice.
the sympathetic votes or Liberal Whites
But while the polit ical elite has tried
that African Americans achieved sufto embrace youth in the elections this year, historically
frage. Grassroots political campaigns were the key to
the effect on politics by young adults age 18 to 24 has
Black liberation efforts.
been marginal at best. The year that saw record numVoting doesn't ensure true democracy. There are
bers in youth registration and voling was 1972, shortblatant discrepancies in a political system where presly after the 26th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
idcnts arc chosen by less than a majority of voting
decreasing the voting age from 21 to 18. And s ince Americans and in which the demands of special interthen the percentage of youth voting and registering has ests offering campaign contributions impact legis ladroppcd in almost every election.
tion more than citizen's ballots.
So while the voice and interests of youth become
But one fact remains: Those who do not vote become
increasingly muffled, the old saying, '·A child is best
invisible to our politicians and are insignificant to pubseen and not heard," rings especially true for federal
lie policy.
politics. The lop two areas of concern for young votWhen this happens democracy does not work.
ers, education and the environment, arc lirst to be axed
The masses that refuse to participate in the pol itical
off when it comes time to trim tl1e budget.
process will ullimately remain invisible, voiceless
While debate and outrage followed the de-funding and oppressed by their indifference.
of programs like Americacorps and student loans, it
America cannot afford to write off the future of the
is clear issues that concern young voters are not high
youth as an unnecessary expense and neither can we.
priorities of those in Congress and the White House.
Register to vote by Oct. 7. Vote on Nov. S.
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PERSPECTIVES
~ami[a Pinckney

Beauty at the Mecca is only "Sea" deep
This paM rriday afternoon, I
took a deep-dive swim in my new
P,cuba gear in the crystal blue
t\vatcrs of the '"Mecca Sea," comlltnonly known as 1he Yard. Before
~ pulled m) brighl orange goggles over my eye,, I looked out
over lhc sparUing sea and up al
the brilliant light of the ,un
; dipped in the yellow color of
)o,c. The full lip, of the ,un were
genii) blo\\ ing ki,,e, of white
S.:loud, to the ever engaging lips
-.ir the blue sk)
After inhaling the cloquen1 dance
ritof mother nature's paintbrush. I
j,cgan to focus on my rirst sea e~peOldi1ion a, ,1 I loward Alumni scuba
•Odi,cr. ,\,such.I \\anted to make a
• big ,plash upon enlering the water.
'Illus. I 100k a massive jump off 1he
School of Fine J\rts boardwalk.
lni1iall). 1hc water fd1 greal. llicre
\\CIC hundr<J., upon hundreds of

fish everywhere known as the
I loward University student body. It
"as mad cool! I was digging the
diver~i1y of 0avor that engulfed the
windows of my goggle.~. The sea of
fish seemed 10 possess a timeless
beauty thal projected a massive
glo\\.
Illcrc were long, slender fish 1ha1
glided gracefully. lnere were ~hort,
round fish that darted in be1wccn
their long coun1cr parts. Some of
1hc tosh had bulging eyes that
rc0cc1cd the dance of water. For a
while, a school offish that had soft
full lips took turns blowing perfcc1
round bubbles in front of my goggle,. Wow! As I swam fur1her into
the sea of ti~h I saw an awesome
sight. There were an infinite
amouni of different hues among
the fish. Some of the fish were
deep purple while u1hers were of a
ycllo\\ ish orange 1in1. In fact,

some of the fish were a mix1ure of
different hues. All of these infinile
hues formed a timeless beauty tha1
was overwhelming to the naked
eye.
Twenl y minutes had past since I
cn1crcd the water. Suddenly, I
began 10 feel uneasy. Naturally, I
checked my scuba gear. Everything
was func1ioning properly. I lowevcr, I s1i II foh that something was
wrong. So. I decided 10 take a break
and cut lunch in the Punch Out.
Aller lunch, I cnthusiasticall)
jumped back into the water. I gently rubbed the front of my goggles
and 10 my dismay 1he bodies of the
fish no longer glowed. I began to
sec pasi the fishes ou1er :1ppearanccs which was truly heautiful
and in10 the selfish desires of lhc
fishes· souls. I wa.s buggin' at what
danced before the screen .if my
e)elids.

Yo, unfortunately the fishes were
separa1ed into schools known as
cliques. As I looked closer my
heart was stricken wi1h a profound
sadness. I guess I never really realized the madness of vanity, fakcncss and jealously that prevailed
among 1hc many hues that swam
around me because I was once a
part of this dress-up world of low
self-esteem.
First, I looked 10 1he right. I saw
a group of fish gathering in a huge
amount of green seaweed to inhale.
These fish neatly rolled and packed
the seaweed in10 brown leaves. To
my as1onishmcnt these fish argued
among themselves about who was
going 10 be the first 10 inhale the
seaweed that would make them act
loud and kill their irreplaceable
brain cells. Then. I turned 10 the
left. I s.iw ano1her group of fish racing 10 the top of waler. Once they

reached 1he 1op, 1he fishes paraded
proudly around to see their renections, which rippled circles of vanity. Suddenly, I heard whispering
that seemed to be coming from
behind me. I calmly turned around
and there were a massive amount
of fish pointing with 1heir Finns at
other rish and belittling them. Simply stated, these fish were gossiping.
My heart sank when I no1iced the
freshman fish dispersed among the
Mecca Sea. The freshman fish were
mesmerized by the seem ly beauty
the Mecca Sea fish possess. Many
of 1hc freshman fish were spellbound by the Polo and Ralph Lauren trunks and swim sui1s. Several
of the freshman were laking notes
among themselves. In fact, I heard
several groups planning a 1rip to the
Pentagon Sea Mall this weekend.
They decided to use the money 1ha1

their parcn1s sent them for books lo
buy the latest gear.
With a broken heart, I began to
slowly swim towards shore. As I
swam to the top, I pondered on
the meaning of the word beau1y.
Moreover, I 1hough1 about what
it means to fully understand one's
profou nd worlh. Divine beauty is
not sclFISHncss, envy, 0attcry,
clothes, nor gossiping. These
external forces arc a by produc1
of FEAR. However, divine beauty is the manifestation of one's
spirit, which is marinated in a
sweet tast ing salad of righteousness, truth, joy, peace, kindness,
goodness, gcnlleness and failhfulness. These virtues arc mixed
with the gentle salad tongs of
love.

Tlte writer is 011 al1111111a of the
School of Fine Arts.

HEAD TO HEAD
To be bourgeois or not to be bourgeois
1·1

.Tonalhan L , Wharton

~

What's wrong with being
bourgeois?
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Our gencrntion ha, taken the \\Ord b<1urgeois to a
"hole ne" meaning. When man) of u, hear the word.
\\C rend 10 1l11nk nt ,1 person who is snoot). --s1uckup.. ,ind ,elf-centered Someone loke llillar) Bank,
on the tclc, "inn sho" "l11c hc,h Prince ol Bel-Air..
\\OU Id t,c an example. I lowever, for older generations.
man> consider bourgeois to l>c a stale of mind, an air
of po"es.sing sophi,1ica1ion, class. diMinction and
middlc-cla,, values. Being bourgeois has nothing 10
do with money, but how you carry yourself. how well
)OU ,peak :md "hom you as.sociatc wi1h.
Unfortunatcl), al lloward many of us use the word
nega1hel) We sometimes don't even want to be a<,.~ocia1cd with lhc --B-word.'' Some mighl e,en go 10 the
c.wcmc and tr) 10 deny their bourgeois values and be
in,ol\'td in other as'tivitic, For in,1;,no:, I knC\, someone" ho tried to dre"· .,ct and e,cn smoke like someone from the --ho<1d," even though he was from a suburb ou1sidc of a major city and his father was a state
congressman. I was ,hocked to meet his family
because they were no1hing like him. The) dressed ,er)
appropriate!), spoke the finest English and had values
,er} similar to mine. As a rnaner of fact, this person
did no1 likc me a1 all because he claimed that I reminded him 100 much of his family.
Still. I ha,c met many people who don't mind being
·bourgcoi,... and may use the ,1a1c of mind 10 the
c,trcme. The) might purchase a certain kind of car,
claim that th~) arc from the wcallhieM famil) and
know whal bourgeois is like. 13<:ing bourgeois has
nothing todo with this at all. I[ an)thing. someone who
i, bourgeois would not hrng about their properl) or
their social economic s1a1us. lns1cad. 1hey would keep
ii 10 themselves and help others nt the same time.
Many s1udcn1s here al I loward sometimes
admire the quali1ies 1ha1 I have. But often times, some

hate 1ha1 I appear 10 be bourgeois. (After all, I am no1
bourgeois. I can'1 be since a person being bourgeois
\\Ould not s1a1c it.) Some may have side comments
about me, like: --11c is S(l bourgsie. (Our generation
u,e, 1his word, irl',tcad of bourgeois.) I le always
dresses preppy and 1alks proper."
Somc1imes I wish I could belong 10 a gcnera1ion 1ha1
is older than m> own. At lca;,t 1hc majority of them
would appreciate someone who dresses nppropriatc1). who speaks ar1icul,11ely and who ha, ,trong social
v;iluc, like proper c1ique11c-someone "ho is bourgeois. lnsiead, I bdong to a generation where many
of us 1hink of these qualities as being "snooty" and
--white" -or just plain --bourgs1e."
What\ happened? Why docs our generation tind
being bourgeois so offensive·/ In the past, many older
generations found the word bourgeois as a posi1ivc
adjec1ive. II was a 1erm that many wanted to idcn1ify
wi1h - not den). If one was bourgeois. than you had
elegance. ,tylc and a strong sense of values. I hope I
can help chang<' the meaning of our gcnera1ion\ intcrprelation of the word bourgeois to the po,iti,e and
original intention that it was meant 10 be.

Tltt! ll'riter is rite Hillrop!, political columnisr.

Boureeois: Marked by a
concern for material
interest and respectability
and a tendancy towards
mediocrity-Webster~
Ninth N e•v Colleeiate
Dictionary

To-Nehisi Coates

The Black Bourgeois'
masquerade
Before we deal with 1he idea of "Bourgic Blacks,"
it is necessary 10 give a short history of ils root
word. bourgeois. The 1erm bourgeois gained popularity in European though1, through the writings
of Karl Man. I lis Com1111111far Manifl'sto was a
scaring indictment of the bourgeois. Marx defined
1hc bourgeois as the group who controlled the
means of production.
In 1crms of Black people, 1he 1crm "bourgeois"
was given scholarly credence by E. Franklin Fratier's book The Black Bourgeois. Frazier's book was
an equally scaring anack on Arneric.1 ·s Black uppermiddle clas.s, whom he perceived as living in a
dream world. --n,c Black Bourgeois has created ...
a world of make-tidic,c ... 10 escape the disdain
of Whites and fulfill it, wish for status in American life."
h is Frazier's notion of make-believe and status
that so well defines those Blacks whom we would
call "bourgie" or "bourgeois." But first let ·s deal
wi1h Marx's definition of the bourgeois, which
will lead us lo Frazier. As memioned above, 1he
Bourgeois according to Marx are the people who
control the means of production. In modern society 1hese would be the big businesses and the factories.
For the most part. Black people have been systematically denied access 10 these things. Very few
of the businesses in 1hc Black community. no1 to
mention America, arc owned by Black people.
Since Black people do no1 con1rol the means of production. there is no Black bourgeois, at least not in
the Marxian sense of the word.
But there is a class of people who aspire 10 at least
look like they control the means. This is the Black
Bourgeois. Or as we al the Mecca would say,
"Bourgie Blacks." A people who in rcali1y control

nothing, but drive 1he same cars and wear the same
clothes (if not heller ones) as the White upper
class.
The need to appear tha1 you have power is why
inner-city drug dealers sport over-priced clo1hing.
ye1 live in some of the shabbiest housing you'll ever
sec. Most underclass Blacks share the same aspira1ions as upper-class Blacks. Bui since mos1 poor
Blacks aren't selling drug~. 1hey don'I have the
menns to truly create what Frazier calls the ·•world
of make l>clic,c."
ll is 1he Black upper class with jobs a1 big White
companies. wi1h high-paying government jobs or
booming careers in the sports and entertainmcn1
fields who have the ability 10 live ou1 the fantasy.
But here again it is only a fantasy. The Black Bourgeois may have the nice houses, the fine clothes and
the fan1asy car, bu1 their abilil)' 10 exen power and
aid 1he masses of Black people is nonexistcn1.
Howard is the best example of this. You can sec
more fancy-dressing and BMW-pushing Black
people on this campus than almosl anywhere in the
world. Yet lloward has to walk tine lines. and it's
leaders have 10 l>c careful what 1hey say because
Howard ·s money is controlled by Congress - a
primarily White ins1i1u1ion. All the Beamers,
Benz's and Brooks Brothers suits can't stop congress if they decide to cu1 Howard's appropriation
and close down the school.
This is why Frazier calls 1hc world of the Black
Bourgeois "a world of make-believe:· his because
despite all their apparent weal1h. the Black Bourgeois still lacks reJI power. II is also why people
refer 10 bourgic people as being "uppily." They dress
and look the pan. bu1 in fact have no more real
power then the average Black person.
This is not 10 say 1hat there's something wrong
wi1h wanting material things. Bui priorities have got
10 be pul in order. Without real power, 1hc Black
Bourgeois is simply a cheap dass of "wannabees,"
fut ily masquerading as high society.

Tlte writer is rite Editorial £,iitor for the Hilltop.

lo11at11an Gray

Black male leaders have a responsibility to the community
Rcspon,ibili1y i, a weight that
901 all can bear. •niis is evident b)
\he su,picion and doubt surrounding Ben Chavis and Tupac Shakur.
Chavis and Shakur represent two
gencra1ion, of AJrican-Amcrican
males. Understanding the failings
~f bolh will illumina1c the probl'cms endemic wi1h male, in our
communil)
Chavis i,. along with I oui, Farrakhan. a11cm111ing to negotiate 1hc
1ransfcral of a 1 billion dollar --gifl'
(rom Lib)a. The gift is ostcnsihly
1111ended Ill be invested in 1he
African-American communil)',
$Uidcd and controlled by Chavis
and farrakhan. Given his past
1rack record, I can think of no one
le" cquippl.'<l lo handle 1hesc funds
1han Ben Chavis.
Dcspilc the criticisms leveled al
rarrakhan for his opulent lifestyle,
the Minis1cr has dcmonsir:ned the
abili1y to fund and over1;ee sue•
qcssful busines.s ,enlurcs. Every•
thing the Nati(ln a11emp1s, from
selling h<:an pies on lhc corner 10
managing upscale resiaurants. is
aimed al turning a prori1. Na1ion ot
Islam associated security firms ,ire
<;() effee1ive na1ionwidc lhal Congress passed a cdic1 exempting

them from receiving government
contra,1, after several municipalities awarded them citywide deals.
The Nation has also a11emp1ed 10
buy housing projec1s from various
cities and states, with the intent of
mns,ivc gentrification. So, while I
am sure that ~me of Libya's gift
\\ould be funneled into Farrakhan's
coffers. past experience indicates
that a significan1 amount wou ld
trickle down into the hands and
pockets of urban African Americans.
Ben Chavi, · pa,1 contains no
anecdotes to inspire such confidence.
Cha, is lost his position as head of
lhe Na1ional .·\sMJCia1ion for the
Advancement of Colored People,
due 10 lhc mishandling of fund,,
along with allegations of impropric1y and hara<,.sment. Perhaps if
the increase in membership 1h111
the NAACP enjoyed under the
charismatic Chavis would have
corresponded wi1h an increase in
revenue, he could have ridden 1hose
allcga1ions out. As ii was. the
NAACP paradoxically gained
members whi le lo,ing money. This
is a circumstance that Cha, is has
ye1 10 satisfactorily explain.

Chavis next emerged as the coordinator o[ the Million Man March,
helping Farrakhan's messianic
vision become rea lity. While no
one can fault Chavi;, for his leadership and organi/alion leading up
10 and 1hrough the March. what
has followed in its wake is cause for
concern. Despite unprecedented
support from mosques and churches across the nation. despite thousands of individuals paying a regi&ira1ion fee lo support the March,
despilc hundreds or thousands of
hrolhers pressing ones, fives and
tens into baskets throughout the
afternoon, despite thousands of
men and \\Omen donating hours of
their time 10 make the March an
event unparalleled in this nation.
the bills for the March remain
unpaid. Chavis recently came forward and requested additional
donat ions 10 help pay th e ou1sianding hills left from the March,
evoking cri1icism from the same
corners that supported him during
1ha1 hiswric October. Many associations and organ izations with
conside1ably le,s financial support,
from 1hc Freemen to 1hc National
Organi7:ition for Marijuana Legal•
iwtion, arc able 10 annually con-

venc on the Mall without monetary
problems. Given lhis. I can not
imagine the costs of the March
exceeding the dollars passed forward during the March. let alone
1hc prior donations and rcgis1ration
fees. Despite 1his, Chavis is unable
to senle accounlS, raising eyebrows
a, well as concerns.
Now Chavis wishes to be placed
in join1 command of ONE BILLION DOLLARS! Since the
money comes from Libya. a coun1ry that U.S. citizens arc prohibited
from conducting financial affairs
with, Congress must approve this
1ransac1ion. If Chavis is going to
have equal access 10 the tunds, I
hope lhal Farrakhan, 1he AfricanAmerican community and Congress keep their eyes on Chavis
and where the money is going.
Which brings me, in a roundabou1 way, 10 Tupac. Since he burst
on the scene wi1h a phat mp on a
forgcuablc Digital Underground
single, 'lupac has represented the
best and worlit of young AfricanAmcrican manhood. Thoughtful
,1a1cmc111s, lyrics and conduc1 arc
followed in quick order by cruel
sen1imen1 and crimin al ae1s, thinly
disguised as authentic street behav-

ior. Tupae covers 1hc gamut, and
because of this, he fascina1es both
White and Black youth. Through•
out his career in the public eye.
Tupac has been through more
changes than a 10-month-old baby
with diarrhea. Now, all eyes ar,·
again on him.
Once again. Tupac has been shot.
Apparently, "' Pac·• either go1 shot
as a result of his ongoing lyrical
beef with Biggie and Mobb Deep,
or because drug dealers in New
York who have a price on Tupac ·s
head for dropping dime in order 10
get his rape sentence reduced.
Either way. ii is clear that Tupac·s
behavior (mou1h) is al least partially the cause for this ridiculous
and potentially 1ragic turn of
events.
Incredibly, 1his docs not stop
many in our community from rushing to lionize Shakur. ''This proves
real niggas don't die!" "Yo, Tupac
gon na sell more records than
Michael Jackson if he lives 1hrough
this!" " l'ma believe anylhing Tupae
says aboul 1his, 'cause you KNOW
the bother go1 God on his side.''
What?
The only thing 'lupac deserves is
our pi1y, plus abou1 18 months of

counseling and consoling. Tupac
had the ability. like Ben Chavis, to
offer something meaningful and
uplifting 10 our community. Unfortunately. Tupac the rapper-ac1or let
sharing his gift with the world
become 1wistcd and intertwined
with myopic pronunciations of
manhood. Let', hope 1his macho
B.S. doesn't cos1 Tupac his life.
1b paraphrase Kermit 1hc Frog,
it's not easy being black. But perhaps the must frustrating 1hing
about being black is watching self
desiruc1ive behavior being reward•
ed. h is problematic when your
fa1her doc,n·1 pay the bills on time,
but drives around in a Lincoln. II
is problema1ic when your brother is
unable to live the life of an artist
because he finds the street life more
compelling. It is sad when our
fa1hers and bro1hcrs have lilllc 10 no
crcdibi li1y because they have not
learned 10 ae1 responsibly. But the
biggest problem of all is that many
sec nothing wrong wilh any of 1his
behavior.

Tire writer is a guest col1111111ist for
the Hilltop.

Write for the Hilltop's most opinionated page. Contact Ta-Nehisi at 806-6866
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A New Generation of Stars
Howardites makin' it big in '96
\

owarc£ 'University has been a [aunchpac£for hundreds offamous a[umni.
r_from 'Debbie .9l[[en to 'Tfiurgood Marsha[( andfrom 'Toni Morrison to
oberta :F[act they a[[got their start at the (Mecca. ' 'With the enc£ of the
century quickly approaching, a new generation offamous :J{oward a[umni are on
tlie brint Let 's focus on three wfio are b[owin' up in 1996.

StephLuva doln' her thing In the studio.

Gettin' live with Steph L uva
B} Shenlkwa Straford

Ihlltop Staff Writer
..1t•s time 10 ge1 live with the
infamou, Live Squad!!!.. shouts
di£k jockey Stepliluva over the
WKYS 93.9 FM airwaves weeknillhts from 6 to IO p.m.
"!be Howard Um,ersity Jtraduate with the distinguished~raspy
voice dove headfirst into stardom
onlv a month after graduation.
Stcphluva. whose real name i,
Stephanie Saunders, graduated in
December 1994 and wa, a household name by J:inuary 1995.
The Staten Island, N. Y.. native
wa5 a marketing major who hod
only taken one course m the School
of Communications.
"The only class I took in lhe
School or C was speech - and I
1hink I got a 'D, ... the 25-year-old

said. --1 made the grades, but was
never into school:
The aspiring rap arti<,t was
ah,ayson1ourorinthes1udio She
got her ,tart right here at Howard
during the Apollo Nigh1 at Cramton Auditorium.
"l go1 booed!!!'" Saunders said.
"But at Howard, I got into the different underground ciphers and
homecoming shows."
Saunders opened for KRS-One
during the 1992 Homecoming concert. She was on stage performing
when she was discovered.
·•1 was opening for Craig Mack
and Biggie Smalfs al a Thanksgiving jam when I met the assistant
program director at WPGC,.. Saunders said. ··He said r had a voice that
stands out."
And it was that voice that land•
ed her on WPGC-s AM station Flavor 1580. Here, Saunders got a

crash course in radio production.
"I just practiced and practiced
until I lcamcd the board (radio console)," she said.
The hip hop fonna1 on Flavor
was on opportunity for Saunders to
get exposure and make some solid
contacts. However, a lack of money
and listeners brought the show to an
early end.
'·They (Infinity Broadcasting,
the owner of WPGC) said there
wasn '1 enough of a hip bop following in D.C. and lher, were not
making enOUJlh money. · Saunders
said. "But I did not bum my brid,ges
and stayed cool with the [WPGC]
program manager.'·
Saunders worked her way onto
the air of WPGC weekend shows.
This gave her an opportunity to pul
logetber an impressive demo tape
of her on-air skills. She took her
tape to a conference in Atlanta in

When opportunity knocks, be
dressed and waiting to answer
By Lisa Prince
Hilltop Staff Writer

J oel Harrison Is th e n e w
CYBERTEK model,
featured In this month's
Source.

Thanks to supermodels like
Tyson Beckford, opportunities in
1hc
fashion
industr}' arc
knocking at the doors of many
aspiring l31ack male models. One
young Howard University student
1s dressed and waiting to answer.
Joel Rodney Harrison is ready.
And now Harrison is the featured
CYBERTEK model in the
September issue of The Source.
Although this was his first crack at
professional print modeling, the
22-ycar-old has many credits 10 his
name.
11 all started riltht here at Howard
University witn campus fashion
shows. He participated in the
annual Howard University
Homecoming, Cultural Initiative
llip I lop ana Spring Black Ans
fasl1 ion shows. Last year, he was
Mr. June in the "Mecca's Finest"
calendar. Thi\ gave Harrison a
chance 10 show off his 6•foot and
180 pound chiseled physique while
standing under a waterfall. Locally,
he has modeled for the Shabazz
Brothers fashion designers and
opened for music artist D' Angelo.
As a }'Oung boy growing up in
A1lanta, Ga., Ramson was sny and
self-conscious. It was his mom, an
artiM and photowapher, who told
him he baa an · interesting look."
"Even though my mom closes
her eyes when she comes 10 my
fashion shows or holds her breath
when I show my ad,. she has
always supported my modeling
venture," Harrison said.
His firs1 modeling opportunity
came about when he was selected
to be in a Caribbean Student
Assembly fashion show in J994.
Harrison knew then that modeling

was what he wanted to do.
"I just like being on stage and
entertaining people," the senior
biology ma1or said.
The CYBERTEK deal was
sparked when Harrison modeled
CYBERTEK apparel in the 1995
Cultural Initiative Hip-Hop show.
The designer likccf Harrison's
"interesting look'' and asked him to
kccr, in touch.
• I sent pictures to him in New
Jersey," Harrison said. "When he
contacted me, he said he wan1ed to
use me for his next layout."
Harrison did not want lo reveal
how much money he received for
the CYBERTEK ad, but he said a
model can receive up to $10.000 for
a full pase layout.
Hamson,
nicknamed
"Hollywood" by his friends, plans
to go 10 dental school while
furthering his modeling career.
"I'm not really tall enough for
runway modeling, so I'd rather
continue doing print work,"
Harrison said. "I also would like to
go on to do commercials, acting
and maybe do some films."
lie recently did some modeling
for Ebony Man.
The free agent (he is not
affiliated wi1h a modeling agency)
said aspiring models shoula sec!<
represenwtion.
"The modeling world is very
competitive and models get turned
down all the time, even Tvson
!Beckford] and Tvra IBan~sl;'
llarrison said. "You must be
persistent; if one agency tums you
clown, go back to them in a few
weeks. l,et 1hcm know who you
arc."
The young model says he tries to
stay away from the social scene of
the fashion world so he remains
focused on what is important.

pursuit of one person, Steve
Edward, the vice president of Radio
One.
..I was gunning for him to try
and get a job in Atlanta,·• Saunders
said. "I went down to HOT 97 (a
popular station in Atlanta) and
bugged the whole staff. asking
them to listen 10 my tape."
Although she never met
Edw:irds, she did meet the program
director for WKYS, Mic Fox.
That was the beginning of the
Live Squad. The station was looking for two guys and a girl to head
up the night time spot. Derek X and
Paul Stewart. bcuer known as
Pooch and P-Stew, were alre:1dy
members of the weekend hip-hop
show known as the Goon Squad.
Saunders was lhe missing link.
Together, the threesome has
become one of the hottes1 acts on
the radio.

"We are like a family," Pooch
said. "And it's great to have two
brothers and a m1er doing &omething positive in the community."
The Live Squad does more than
just "bug out" on the radio. They
arc also active in community
actives like Georgia Avenue Day
and 1he Black Family Reunion.
The group is working on a Live
Squad album with local rap artist,
Nonchalant 's, producers.
Beyond music, Saunders also
hopes to get into movies and television. She recently auditioned to
become fellow WKYS radio personality Joe Claire's co-host on
BET's Rap City.
"Monie Love, and Ms. Jones are
competition, but I think I'll get ii,"
Saunders said. "You have to think
like that!"'
She says she wouldn't mind

working in Los Angeles or New
York in the future.
"I want to go to New York so I
can go up against Wendy
Williams," she said. "She talks too
much s••1 for me. I'd like to put
something out on her!"
StephLuva, who says she
acquired her name in high school
when "everybody was some kind of
'luva,"' is thankful for her Howard
experience and plans to give back
to her alma matter.
"HU helped shape me," Saunders said. "At Howard, you learn
entrepreneurialship which is good
because ... radio 1s like my own

business."
Saunders said she could never
work 1raditional 9-5 hours in Corporate America and feels there is a
need for Black people 10 own Black
radio stations.

Not just a pretty face
By Melinda Spauld lng
l{illtop Siaff Writer
"God has a differenl plan for
you than what you have for
yourself."
It's within this simple phrase of
humbleness
that
Black
Entertainment Television's "Teen
Summit" host, Ananda Lewis,
attributes her current status in life.
The San Diego, C1lif., native
and Howard alumna dido 't expect
to be hosting a na1ional 1elcvision
show straigtit out of college.
"I was supposed 10 go to law
school," the former history major
said. But Lewis' life took a
different direction when she
auditioned and won the host spot on
Teen Summit.
"I had no idea," Lewis said. "I
was just really blessed lo get this
job.'
Lewis' current position at B.E.T.
turned out to be her own personal
dream job because she was afforded
the opportunity to do 1wo things
that she loves - performing and
working with youth.
"It's been inspiring.'' she said.
"We're able to reach a large amount
of young people throug houl the
country and in other parts of the
world.
"It feels good when young
people come up to me and tell me
that they go1 something from 1he
ln1crne1 sl10w or the date rape
(show]. Young girls really impact
me because I'm a female too and I
try to set an example."
Young admiren. arc just one
aspect in adjusting to her popularity
as a result or her national exposure.
"The whole attention thmg has
been the biggest trip for me,·· Cewis
said.
But being in the spotlight isn't
new to Lewis.
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Ananda, a 1995 Howard graduate, Is co-hosting Teen Summit.

"I kept coming up on things at
I !award," Lewis said. "I did the
Simi video, 1did two fashion shows
and to this day I'm glad tha1 I did
the [lloward] calendar because it
was all for fun."
Although she did some
modeling and has a strong
backiround in the performing arts,
Lewis did no1 want to be panned as
your 1ypical pretty face on the

television screen. Lewis said she is
strictly substance.
''Pretty is as pretty docs and
beauty fades," Lewis said. "I'm
100% on the show and I have to be
comfortable at all times. This is
who I am and this is the only self 1
know. I don't want to be all madeup. 1just want to be intelligent and
represent myself at all times."
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Sinbad takes on Washingto n "\Vith 'First Kid'
Comedian/actor portrays secret agent, teaches discipline in new movie

President 0 avenfort (James Nau~hton, left) and First Lady
Linda 0 avenpor (Lisa Erchhorn share a p ublic moment
with son Luke (Brock Pierce), as lmms (Slnbad, back row,
left) watches in Disney's "First Kid."
By Awanya 0eneace Anglin
Hilllop Staff Writer
What do you get when you mix
a standup comedian, turned secret

agent and the mischievous son of
tlie United States President? ,val!
Disney's "First f(jd."
Was hington, D.C. gels turned
upside down when actor/comedian
Smbad is ordered 10 protect the

president's son (Brock Pierce).
Sinbad !?lays Secret Service
Agent Sam Simms, who aspires to
become a part of the "Eagle Squad"
- the Secret Service team that
personally guards the President.
Instead of the "Eagle Squad,"
Simms is assigned to protect
President Davenport 's son, L uke, a
miserable teenager who has the
talent of irritating everything and
everyone around him.
In a predictable story plot, once
Luke is shown some compassion
and concern, Simms and Luke arc
able to build a last ing relationship
and thwart a 1hrcat to the First
Family's security.
Though it has a predictable plot,
"First Kid" does not fall short of
tickling your funny bone.
If you arc a fan of "S inbad
humor," then you will find this
movie 10 be a laugh a minute cs~ciallv when real-life president,
Bill Clinton, makes a cameo
appearance asking for his
saxophone.
The movie also stars Robert
Guillaume ("Benson"), TimothY.
Busfield ( 'Quiz Show" and

"Revenge of the Nerds"). and
James Nau*hton ("Planet of the
Apes and 'Cosby Mysteries").
Actor, turned politician Sonny
Bono, also makes a cameo
appearance.

Critics may argue that Sinbad
("Necessary Roughness" and
"Meteor Man"), though a
comedian, should consider more
serious roles. But can you honestly
sec Sinbad acting opposite Denzel

Washington anytime soon?
The weekend is here. I
want to go out for laug)1s, do i
Sinbad and the "First Kid.'"
"Firs t Kid" is fcatur
http://www.DisneyPicturcs.

MC Lyte returns with a
disappointing fifth album,
'Bad As I Wanna B'
By Shandrlka R. Fields
Hilltop Staff Writer
With over a decade of rhyming experience 10 her
credit, MC Lyte is no doubt one of the nicest MCs to
ever enter the rap _game.
However, despite her proven capability, her most
recent a11empt to move tllc crowd has fallen short.
L)'tc's recently released fifth album, "Bad As I Wanna
B,'' is mediocre in comparison to her other projects.
The first single from the album, " Keer, On, Kccpin'
On," which appeared on the ~u~ssful • Sunset Park''
soundtrack was a great besmnmg.
A collaboration with singing sensation X-Scape,
it is undoubtedly the best song (lyrically and
musically) on the album.
Earning Lytc her second gold single, the song
gives new meaning to putting your best foot li11,t.
Lyte's 1993 hit, ·'Ruffrieck'" gave her and the rap
industry the first gold single recorded by a female
rapper.
Lookini at the positive side of the album,
"Everyday is a standout cut in which Lyte represents
for the ladies. She lets men know s he's in control with
lyrics like: "It's mY. life, 1do it my way/You don't like
it my way, hit the highway."
Both "Keep On, Kcepin' On" and "Everyday"
were co-written and produced by Jermaine Dupri of
So So Def Recordings, lnc., who also co-executive
produced the album.
The major pitfall of the album is the sloppy
combination oflyrics and music.
Many lyrics could be savaged with a better choice
of music. Not to discred it Dupri's skills, but his
mellow tracks aren't fit for some of Ly1e·s hard hitting
lvrics.
· Another disappointment is "One On One," in which
Lytediscloses an infatuation with a nameless celebrity.

The song does make your mind wonder who she L~
speakinl! of, but was it necessary to devote an entire
song to The situation?
111 "TRG (The Rap Game)," Lyte sends ou1 words
of wisdom to those who may have fallen off in the
rap game: "Just as quick as you got large you can
quickly shrink and s mk into the crates and collect
dust/Don't be mad 'cause it happens to the best of us."
II looks as if Lyre could learn from her own advice.

Kennedy Center celebrates
its 25th anniversary with
Open House Festival
By Saletta Coleman
Hilltop Staff Wrrter

Rapper M C Lyte Just released her fifth album .

'Unhappily Ever After' makes a
third failed attempt at comedy
B)'. Alona Ballard
H1lhop Staff Writer
It 's hard to believe that
Unhappily Ever After made it to a
third season. This show, which airs
Sundays at 9 p.m. on the WB
network, is a poor excuse for a
situation comedy.
The production team leaves no
bad joke at the editing table. The
half-hour series is the brainchild of
Ron Leavitt, co-creator of FOX's
Married With Children, along with
his long-time associate, Arthur
Silver. The two share the executive
producing duties.
Unhappily Ever After is about
the Malloy family, which consiMs
of mother and father; Jennie and
Jack, kids; Ryan, Ross, Tiffany and
Mr. Floppy, the talking stuffed
bunny.
Jennie and J ack were nearing
divorce in the first season, but here
in the th ird, the Malloy's arc
reunited and J ack and Mr. Floppy
have bonded like never before.
Unhappily Ever After's writers
continue to pull the humor out of
the bottom of the joke barrel as
evidenced by the dialogue between
Mr. Floppy and Jack Malloy.
When J ack asked what he was
watching, Mr. Floppy, whose voice
is
provided
by
Bobcat
Go l dthwa it ,says," Rosie
O'Donnell's a guest on Oprah,
either that or Sumo Wrestling." Not
only did they throw in plugs forthe
WB Network, but also the father

The legendary Orioles performing at the Kennedy Center for the center·s 25th anniversary,

Thousands of people filled the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts on Sunday to
participate in its 25th open house
birthday celebration.
The birthd,1) bash was filled
with entertainment for all ages.
Children_ .
were_
gi_ven
0pp0rlUOIIICS to enJ0)' various
puppet shows includrng those
featured on the Nickelodeon
television station for children.
Mia Collard. a Maryland
resident, brought her family to
enjoy the festivities.
'"I thought it would be fun to
get o ut with my daughter,"
Collard said. " ft"s good for her to
sec different types of arts:·
" 1lappy Birthday" was played

outside the concert hall on
kc) boards that lit up with each
key stroke.
Performers included Nigerian
rock/reggae band Majek F..1,hek
and thel'"rhoners of Con~cience,
Latin and Caribbean jazz bands,
a, well a., gospel bv legendary
music groups the Oriole, ancl
Mounta,n fops.
The Open 1 lou<,c al<,o ga, e the
Kennedy Center a chance to
s howcase the beginning of the
1996-97 pcrformanc.: sca~n.
This sea'-On includes theatrical
performances of ••'fne King and
1;· ··Damn Yankees" and ··swan
Lake."
In the spring, the center will
feature an African fcMival to
celebrate the overall influence of
the country's pnst and present
artb1,.

A dancer with UJIMA
(United Joyfully In
Movement Arts) performs
at the Kennedy Contor.

f::l"'f--::=lli:ifT::":'"""1'l[11ii~lf

and
the
babb l ing
bunny sang,
in Sesame
Street Style,
a duet.
T h e
m o s t ,
pathetic of
a ll
the
characters
is
the
Malloy 's
daughter,
Tiffany
played by lLIL-_1-......__
Nikki Cox. (clock) Geof P ie rson, Mr. Floppy, Nikki C ox,
T iffany is Stephanie Hodge, Justin Berfleld and Kevin
the
class Conolly star In Warner Brother's "Unhappily
presiden t , Ever After."
valedictorian
school to sing the 'tinkle song,'
and so popular that she is able to which e mbarrass ingly gives
use hand signals to instruct guys as Tiffany the urge to urinate.
to what kind of cappuccino to get
As round one of the Tiffany vs.
her. Her fairy-talc life is threatened
Sable match begins, Tiffany's mom
when Sable O'Brien, the new girl advises her to ·'stab her in the back
in school, has the guys barking like
.. no, stab her in the front!'"
dogs for her.
While viewing Unhappily Ever
"Look at her flouncing around After you may get the idea that the
in those tight, skimpy clothes," writer's meetings occur at a local
Tiffany says. "That's my job."
bar or tavern. You may also feel
Tiffany and Sable decide to tell sorry for Geoff Pierson a.k.a. Jack
each other one deep, dark secret, so
Malloy, who after earning a
that one can never humiliate the master's in drama from Yale
other. Tiffany's secret is that she
University appeared on Broadway
was potty trained to 'tinkle, tinkle
and is now being upstaged by a
little star' and Sable's secret is that
talking rabbit.
she was in a hotel room alone with
But if you like slapstick humor
Bill Clinton and he didn't make a
surrounded with ta lk show-like
pass at her.
themes over laugh tracks, this may
Sable then encourages the whole
be the show for you.

Smithsonian Institute uncoveil
documents of the first town i
Prince Ge o rge's County
B)'. Alona Ballard
HIiitop Staff Writer
The Smithsonian Institution's Anacos1ia Museum has

a new exhibil titled, ··Footsteps From North Brentwood."'
"Foots1eps•· documents the founding of the first town
in Maryland's Prince George·s County. North Brentwood
was incorporated by Blnck Americans at the turn of the
20th century. The e-<hibi1, incidentally, coincide, with
Prince George·s County's Tricentennial celebra1ion.
With pictures, artifacts and written records, the
"Footsteps From North Brentwood"' exhibit accurately
portrays 1he life and times of its residents.
The neighborhood , which is localed between
Hyatlliville nnd Moun• Rainer, Md .. self sufficiently ran
its own dairy farm, grocery store, coal yard, school and
medical facilities.
Religion played a virnl role in the community's
spiritual survival. The two churches, Brentwood AME
Zion and First Baptist Church of North Brentwood,
worked together to give residents a strong sense of
spiritual foundation.
The town of North Brentwood was developed from a
farm owned by Captain Wallace Bartlett who
commanded the 19th Infantry of U.S. Colored Troops.
The regiment called 1he ··Colored Men In Blue" fought
in Brazos and Brownsville, Tuxas, during the Civil War.
The majority of the men were from Maryland.
After the war Captain Bartlett settled in North
Brentwood and sold land 10 his soldiers, former slaves
,md Black Families.
The founders of North Brentwood consil>ted of eight

families: the Thomase,. Plummer,. Dav ises, Joh
Hemings. Gaither-Ila" kin,. Jefferson,. llob
Palmcrs and Randalls.
The h11,1 house "a, built in 11192 by Henry, Pete
Augus1us Randall. The northern ,cction of Brent"
Randallsiown, was named after them.
By IQ05, 1here were 65 residents and 15 home,
e.~hibit includes a picture of the firs1 mayor of
Brentwood, a woman, Lillian Beverly and Ch
Bernard Tilghman the first Black sheriff in Mar)
William Wallace llall, who wa\ principal o
school, later became superintendent of colored sc
in Prince George·s County.
This exhibit i~ 1hc re.,ull of three and a half yea
research. Aid was given by the Nonh Brent
Historical Society who gn1hercd artifacts. mcmol'1J
and conducted interviews with descend.ml, of
Brentwood·s first residenL~. The hi<torical society
received help from Howard University to comple1
projccl.
The Anacostia Mu seum is a national reso
dedicated 10 the identification, protection, document
and in1erpretation of the African-American experi
in the upper south (Maryland. Virginia, North Ca
South Carolina, Georgia and W~shington, D.C.).
Museum also contain, modern-day artifoeL\ such a
designs.
The Anacos1ia Museum i, 1hc African-Ame
historv and culture museum of the Smithso
lnstituiion. Located nt IQOI Fort Pince S.F.., the mu
is a treat for any who dare llisco,cr 1he1r history.
"Foo1s1eps From North Bren1wood," their pre
exhibil, will run until Sept. 22.
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INSTANT CREDIT . YES!
P.O. Box 220645
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Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
STUDENT CREDIT SERVICES

No CREDIT, No Jou, No

100¼ OUARAHT EEDI

PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!
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You Can Qualify To Receive ~
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7
Credit Cards In The World Today!
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
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Up To $10,000 Within Days!
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Signanm:

Guaranteed $10,000 In Credit!

--------------------------------

■

Complete multimedia computer customized for students
■ Campus Z-Statlon• features:
•
•
•
•

Powerful lntet•Pentlum• processor
Large capacity hard drive
Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
Plug & Play Into your campus network with a hlgh·speed modem

■

Oesklop Systems include Microsoft• Nalurat• Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse
■ loaded wilh Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Excel,
PowerPolnt, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96 Encydopedla,
Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
• Mltrosoft Plus!
• Games for Windows 9S
• Norton AntMrus and more

•
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■
■
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Hewlett Paclrard Color Oesl(Jet available
Ask aboul Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack
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BUSINESS
Local m.an leads solo boycott
He says Vietnamese-owned nail
salon will not hire Black workers
By Chana Garcia
Milltop Siaff Writer
Ever s iocc Ako Yamro began boycotting Elegance
Nails seven weeks ago, he said his life has been threatened twice, the owner of the establishment has called
the police on him three times and he was arrested for
disorderly conduct.
Yamro is taking action against Elegance Nails, localed a1 131h and U stree1s, because i1's localed in a neighborhood where mos l of the clienlelc is Black, yel ii
does not have any B lack employees.
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The boycott letter demands 60% of the workforce at Elegance Nalls to be African-American.

1 i11i11 \lath

/x (x·-3it+2)

I b'

CulcuJus

He one day decided 10 boycon 1hc cstablishmenl, afler
no1icing on his way 10 and Crom work, 1ha1 1he busi•
ness was packed with Black faces, none of whom were
employees.
So Everyday, the 45-year-old Baltimore na1ive passes oul litcra1ure during his lunch hour and aflcr work
io patrons of 1he Vietnamese-owned business and
passersby to solicil support for his one-man boyC<ltt.
'·My goal is 10 gc1 thi, Asian business to hire at least
60 percent of 1heir workforce as African-American,"
Y.1mro said. "Now their choice is 10 do just 1hat, or to
leave lhe community. Thal 's the choice thal I 'vc g iven
them."
Yamro does not believe his demands will be mel with•
ou1 the suppori of1hc communi1y. Mc said i1's impor1an1 for Black people 10 become ac1ivc to ensure 1ha1
olher cultures do not 1hrca1en Black businesses by
bringing 1heir,; into lhe communi1y.
"I honcs1ly don'1believe 1ha1 they will hire Black people," he said. "I'm tired of seeing 01her than Black people come in10 1he Black communil)\ take jobs from
Black people ... alwa) s pulling lhc Black communi1y
down, nol realizing thal we're doing bad because we
continue 10 allow them 10 do good."
Yamro said he docs no1 frequent es1ablishmcn1s tha1
arc not Black owned or lhal do not employ Black people. Mc said he wants his boycou 10 be an example of
wha1 African American~ need lo do in order 10 1ake
back 1he community.
'Tm just using lhcse folks as an cxamplcof1he power
1ha1, we as Black people have," he said. "lfwecansend
a message t~ them by making 1hem either hire our people or shulltng lhem down ... I believe 1hat they will
automa1ically s1ar1 hiring Black people.''
Me ~as spoken to the owner of Elegance Nails, where
he sa,d he was 1old a number different stories. The
owner could not be reached for comment a1 Hilltop
press11me.
'·The first lhing he (1he owner) did was insisl 1ha1 I
could not pass ou1 my leaflets in front of his s1ore,"
Yamro said. " I le also came to me la1er on and 1old me
lha1 he wasn'I 1he only owner of the establishmen1 ...
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there was a Black man
1ha1 was also part owner
in 1he bus iness. Now I
know e n ou gh abo ut
Asian businesses 10
know 1ha1 1hcy don' I go
in business with Black
folks. Nol willingly al
leasi."
Ako Yamro promotes his one-man boycott of Elegance Nalls because of Its
Yamro said a Black failure to employ Blacks.
man approached him
1ha1 I would prefer anybody tha1's going 10 help
and ide ntified himself as the 01her owner of the busiw i1h this be able 10 do one-on-one with people."
ness, bul he has never seen him in 1hc s1ore or since
Through his ac1ioM, he also hopes to promo1e Bia
that 1ime.
entrepreneurship, something he believes Black peo
But Yamro is determined to con1inue his boycott. He
have not done a good job of supporting.
has g iven himself a s ix-monlh Irial period, aflcr which
"We have 1he highest uncmploymen1 rate in
he will re-evaluale his program and decide wha1 he will
wholi; country because we patronize everybody el
do ncx1.
Yamro said.
His dedication has developed from years of being
He blames the Black com munit}, but a11ribu1es
involved in 1hc s1rugglc of African-American people
apa1hctic a1ti1ude\ to years of rncisl subjugation a
In 1978, shor1ly afler he was discharged from the
oppression.
Marines, he joined 1he Baltimore chapter of the Black
Mc '<:lid Blacks 1rea1 other esrnblishments, Whi
Panther Party.
cMablishmen1s in par1icular, wi1h a respect lhal 1h
Aboul 1hrcc years la1er he moved 10 1he Oistric1,
do no1 give 10 Black owned businesses.
where he now resides as an artis1. Mc hopes 10 resume
·•we·ve been programmed and trained 10 1rca1 ea
his career when his time will no1 be solely dedica1cd
01herdiffcrcntl)," Yamro said. " Malcolm [X] said I
to his boycott.
we believe the While man's ice is colder than 1he Bia
Yamro is the sole organizer of the boycott.
man's ice, which is a scientific impossibility of cou
He spends 560 a week 10 produce his flyers 10 inform
Bui
we believe lhat and so our percep1ion is th
the communi1y of his boycon. The only outside sup•
White
busine!.S and White people are better than Bia
port he has received is from close friends who read over
people and Black business. We've been programm
his lcafle1 and have offered suggestions .
for des1ruc1ion. Right now we're on au 1oma1ic pit
Yamro said the community has been supporlive of his
We're
doing ii 10 ourselves."
efforts, bu1 he has noi received the kind of support 1ha1
Yamro
said he wan is the supporl of1he Moward U
he would like 10 have.
versi1y
communi1y
10 help wi1h his larger plan of c
He said he hopes 1ha1 in 1he weeks 10 come he will
aling
Black
businesses.
not continue 10 be a one-man boycott, and that he i,
He said he hopes Howard ,1ud~nts will come ou1 a
wailing for people who can 1ruly dedica1c the time and
support him in numbers.
~
energy he expects from himself.
" \\I! need 10 ge1 our own businesses and patronize
"I gel s uppori from thecommuni1y." Yamro said. "Nol
own people," he said. "Because 1he White man's i
a hundred percent supporl. I believe and I know 1hat I
is no1 colder than 1he Black man's ice."
could get a dozen people ou1there tomorrow. II ·s jusl
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'Nhen it comes to math, it's sink or swim.
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Fortunately, weve found a way to help you

and handy

keep your head above water; the new
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Tl-92. It'll tear through statistics, crunch
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PROVOST

CANDIDATE MEETING
President H. Patrick Swygert
Announces

A Meeting with a
Candidate
For
PROVOST OF THE
UNIVERSITY

•

WithThese Fares,
Your CarWon't
HaveTo SurviveAliip
To NewYork.
•
Ort.
JustToThe
If )'OU feel like blowing out
of town, ab:tndon

)'OUr

buggy

ThcNcw)ork
· Roadtrip

in long•tcrm par king
and c:nch a flight to
New York. It'll only
put )'OU our $51
when

)"OU

On. \I. ,,._ \ll I,_.. 'ur ;.\ '-- \ \I

travd all day Saturday or

SW1day morning. Or $79 the rest of
the v.-eek. Or you can buy a Flight
Pack of four ($57 each way) or
cighr ($52 each way) coupons
and save even more. \Y/e have
plenty of flights leaving whe,nC\-er
you want ro go. ,\ilanhattans waiting

folks, )'OU can sleep on the way back.
Which is hard ro do when

)'OU're

driving.

For more information call 1· 800·\Y/E FLY DL.

A.Delta Shuttle
You'll love the way we fly·

Friday, September 13, 1996

9:00A.M .
Howard University
School of Business Auditorium, Room 235

All faculty, HUSA student officers, and HUSSO staff
officers are invited to attend
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HEAT,TH & FITNESS
Tobacco regulations could clear the smoke on healt
By Natasha Lindsey
Hilhop Staff Writer
The Clinton adm inistration is
working to form regulatory laws
that will aher the way people sec
advcn iscmcnts for cigarettes and
other tobacco products.
According to the American Lung
Association, more than 3,000 teenagers in the United States srart to
smoke each day. One-third of them
will oventually loose their lives to
nicotine addiction and the rest will
suffer from smoking-related illnesses.
Most of these regulatory laws

Health Facts Did
YouKiiow?
■Racial

and ethnic minority
groups suffer dispropor1ionately from respira1ory diseases.
including asthma, tuberculosis.
lung cancer and other ~moking
related problems.
Source: American Lung Association.
■In

1985, the prevalence of as1hma among African-Americans
was 7 percent greater than
among Whites; by 1991, the difference had increased to 21.3
percent.
Source: American L11ng Association.
■In

l 982, Blacks accounted for
36.1 percent of the total cases of
tuberculosis.
So11rce: American Lung Assodatio11.
■one

in four Americans (and
perhaps as many as one-half)
will contract an STD in their
lifetime.
Sourct: Tlie Alan Guumacher
Institute.
■Among

women, chlamydia is
asymptomatic in 75 percent of
cases and can, if left untreated,
cause pelvic inflammatory disease, a leading cause of eutopic
pregnancy and infertility.
Source: American Hen/ti,.

developed by the Clinton administration are geared toward children,
in hopes of preventing teen-agers
from smoking. Leading minority
health organizations also see these
regulatory laws as stepping stones
to preventing the increasing numbers of African Americans from
smoking.
"The FDA rule will support parents who would otherwise be fighting a loosing battle against the
companies," said Randall C. Morgan, president of the National Medical Association. "It will ensure
that our young people won't die
because of smoking."
An estimated half million of the

1.6 million African-American teen
smokers will die because of tobacco use. The number of lung cancer
deaths among African Americans
is 26.5 percent. Yet, 5.4 million
African Americans arc still current smokers
A.LA. said smoking can multiply
into other hazards such as lung disease. Smoking increases the risk of
developing lung disease and triggers exacerbations of those conditions. Exposure to cigarette smoke
greatly raises the risk of lung disease for workers exposed 10 coal,
silica, grain or cotton dust, said
A.LA.
Smoking can also affect others

besides the smoker, said A.L.A. other cancers each year.
Smoking during pregnancy
Tobacco c la ims 1hc li ves o f
accounts for 20 to 30 percent of low 45,000 African Americ:ms a )·car,
birthweight babies, 14 percent of A.LA. said. More importantly, the
pre-term deliveries and 10 percent ra1e a1 which you ng Black males
of all infant deaths . As thma , use tobacco has increased from
increased number of colds and ear
14 I percent in 1991 to 27 8 perinfections can also be results of cent in 1995, /\. L.A. said.
parents smoking around their chil" If we stand by, don't act and let
1hese smoking rntes grolV among
dren, A.L.A. said.
A.L.A. said second-hand smoke African Americans, we will affirm
can also be lethal to adults. The the action of an industry whose
Environmental Protection Agency corpora te greed c learly exceed~
classifies second-hand smoke as a public health and safety," said Milknown human carcinogen.
dred Morse, director of 1hc NationIt is estimated tha1 second-hand al S moking Cessation Campaign
smoke caused 37,000 heart disease for African-American Women.
deaths and 13,000 deaths from
The National Coalition on Smok-

■Asthma

is 26 percent more
prevalent in Black children than
in White children. Black children with asthma experience
more severe disabili1y and have
more frequent hospitalizations
than do White children.
Source: National /Jistitlll<' of
Allergy and lnfectioris Diveases.

Do you have a story idea that you would like to see
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6 lasagna noodles, cooked, drained

p<

Spray medium saucepan with nonstick cooking sprar Cook gr
onion and garlic until tender. Add tomatoes reserve juice.
ti<
I
tomato paste. water, one tablespoon parsle). salt, oregano. -.c
and pepper. Simmer uncovered for 20 minutes. Meanwhile,
in a mixing bowl. combine ricotta, haJf the mozzarella. the ••I
parmesan, egg whites a nd remaining parsley.
I><
Preheat ove n to 350 degrees. Spread 1/2 cup of cheese mixture on each noodle und roll it up. Pour half the sauce into a
2 ){.!-quart baking dish place the roll-ups scams side down l
the dish. Top with remaining sauce and mozzarella. Cover . ,
and bake 40 to 45 minutes. Let s1and 15 minute,;. then serw ..._
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Unde,graduate Student Assemblg

·"

is now accepting applications for the following

positions:
'
..

Administrative Assistant

.

Secretary
Corporate Sponsorship Director
Historian
Office Operations Manager
Public Service Affairs Director
Volunteer Coordinator

■111e

more active you are. the
less likely you are to chow down
on fatly foods.
Source: Centers for Disease
Co111rol. Prel'l111tio11 research.
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Applications are available

IIA.mericans drink nine carbonated soft drinks a day and l 2
percent les.~ milk.
Source: Self magazine.
at
regular interval~ is the latest
strategy for smokers who arc
trying to kick tbc habit.
Source: Self magazine.

non-stick cooking spray
l small onion, chopped
2 cloves of garlic, minced
1 16 ounce can of whole Italian-st) k
(plum) tomatoes, cut up (reserve juices)
1/2 cup tomato paste
1/2 cup water
2 tablespoons pan.icy, snipped
1/4 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon dried or.:gano
1/ 6 teaspoon pepper
1 15-ounce container low-fat ricotla cheese
1 cup shredded reduced-fa! mozzarella chce,;c
1/4 cup grated parmcsan cheese

on the Hea/JJ1 & FiJness page? Call Natasha at (202) 806-6866.

■Lung cancer rates am ong
Black mnlcs surpassed those of
White males by at least 30 percent and those of females in
both categories by 60 percent.
Source: American lu11g Associati<m ..

■Snorting a burst of nicotine

· (serves 6)

Freshman orientation is finIn order t o stay in shape, Goode suggests some
ished and your parents have
healthy habits to live by:
left you to start your first year
♦ Eat a variety of foods.
at the Mecca. But beware of
♦ Maintain a healthy weight.
those "Freshman 15" that can
creep up on you before
♦ Choose a diet low in fat and cholesterol ( make
midlerms.
fewer trips to fast-food restaurants).
"Lifestyles and exercise
♦ Choose a diet with plenty of vegetables, fruits
habits change when students
and grain products.
reach college and the next
♦ Use sugars only in moderation.
thing you kn ow - boom!
They've gained all this
♦ Use salt and sodium only in moderation.
weight," said Dr. Carolyn
♦ Exercise frequently. Do an act ivity that causes
Goode, Health Education
the body to work out.
coordinator for the Howard
University Heallh Center.
dents interes ted can call the students will have or has had a
sexual Iy transmitted disease.
If students feel they might be Health Center at 806-6927.
" Being sexually active
a little overweight and are
Goode also reminds students
to
be
as
concerned
with
their
requires
some responsibility,"
interested in trimming down,
the Health Center offers a medical well-being as they are Goode said. " Many s tudents
think they are invincible and
Nutrition Weight Loss Pro- with their physical health.
gram. Students meet once a
In a report released by the think they will not contract an
week for the 12-week program Health Center, statistics showed STD. Students think they a re
beginning in September. Stu- that one out of three college not at ris k, but they are."

■Asthma was the underlying
cause of death in 5, I 06 case in
the United States in 1991.
Source: National fllstit11te of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases.

■Fish oil capsules reduce menstrual symptoms ouch as
cramps, bloating, nausea,
headaches and vomiting.
Source: Self magazi11e.

...

Recipe of the Week
Lasaena Roll-Ups

Healthy Habits

■An

estimated 4 million new
cases of chlamydia are reported
a year.
Source: Centers for Disease
Control.

ing nnd I lcalth sa id that all
1obacco companies created a li<I
700 add iti ves that can he found
cigareues, but 1here were no
centages of IV hat addit ives are u
the most.
This mys1ery on what is in 1
cigarelte will end in Massachusc
as they become the first and or
Mate to demand tha1 tobacco COi 1
panics list their ingrcdicn1s on c 1
arctic packages. While this is in 1
beginning s1agcs, Massachusc 1i
tobacco control is etching a way
more regulations and demands
1obacco companies.
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SPORTS
Ho-ward and Hanipton nieet
again to 'battle for the real HU'
By Ivan J. Aranha
llilltop Staff Writer
The Howard University Bison
will ballle the Hampton University Pirates tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
third annual Greater Washington

all contemporary forms of biller
strife.
Howard leads the series 38-33
and one dra\\\ which dates back to
1908. (Howard shut Hampton out
in the first five meetings.) Hampton won the first GWUL Classic in
I 994 with a score of2 I -20, but was
beaten by Howard in last year's

i

10 come out and do what we have
10 do, which would be victory."
"(Ail of the hype] is for the fans.
This is a big game because Hampton is our first conference game and
they will be in the running for the
MEAC championship in the end,"
Wilson sa id. ·• As for bragging
rights of who is the real HU, it's
thrown out at the opening kickoff.
The rivalry isn't as intense as tha1
of North Carolina A & Tor Florida A & M ... at least not yet."
Howard docs have iLS share of
competition. Howard beat A & Tin
two of their last three meetings.
FAMU achieved its first win in
Greene Stadium last year.
This Hampton rivalry to some
players has already been decided.
''It started in '94 when they beat
us. They said Hampton was the
real IIU," said Jarvis George.
sophomore defensive back. "We
came back and beat them in '95.
The (real HU] is something that
just stuck."

"I feel that if you have a solid
team, it's just another team on the
schedule that must be beaten.
Hampton makes it an issue," said
Derrick Twilly, senior defensive
linemen.
"I lampton really wasn't a university until recently. They were an
institute, an HI. We were the real
HU from the beginning.''
Other players see this rivalry as a
true ba11le for the HU title.
"The coaches, the media and fans
have made (the rivalry] a big
thing," sa id Curtis Allen, junior
middle linebacker. " We are two
Black schools ban ling for ultimate
supremacy."
This game will be the stage for the
Bison to show they mean business.
The past is behind them and they
arc cager for their first win of the
season.
This is the ultimate opportunity 10
grab a MEAC win, se11le a developing rivalry and crush a few
pirates.

Levar Young (73) and All-American candidate Robert Bell
(76) give quarterback Ted White (7) room to maneuver.

Urban League Classic at Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium.
Maudine Cooper, CEO of the
Greater \½lshington Urban League
(GWUL). said the purpose of the
game is to have "two fine teams
meet in the spirit of competition,
both to carry on the great tradition
of collegiate football, and to support athletic and educational programs at their respective institutions."
But somewhere along the line
something went astray.
The rivalry, which is known as the
"Battle for the Real HU," has
become synonymous with war and

competition 34-22.
So once again the hype begins
1996.
" [This game] is going to be a
challenge like the past two years.
It's a great, great rivalry," said Joe
"PJylor, Hampton University head
coach. " [Howard coach] Steve
[Wilson) has built up a real fine
program. You always have to be
ready for Howard."
•·1 think it is a rivalry, it means a
lot to me," said Michael Jenkins,
Hampton senior wide receiver.
"Every year we want to claim
(being the real HU), every year
they want to claim it. We just want

Jaimi Rafiki (Swahili for friend)
Smith is a key player on the
lloward Unh•ersi1y women's volleyball team.
Weighing in at a mere 127 pounds
and standing s•1:· this senior co-
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Co-Captain Jaimi Smith
concentrates while serving.

captain and OuL',idc hiller isn't nicknamed ·'Sweet Feet" for nothing.
The Diamond Bar, Calif., native

scored the winning point that won
the 1993 MEAC championship
title her sophomore year.
After taking a year off last season,
Smith returned as one of the team ·s
top players. As the oldest player of
the team, Smith brings a wealth of
experience, work ethic and leadership to 1he team.
As a child. Smith participated in
li11le league sports ranging from
football to softbal l. She first discovered her love for volleyball
when a friend asked Smith to try
out for her high school volleyball
team as a freshman. Smith made
the team and excelled under the
instruction of coach Ginger Auten.
"I love bcr. I think about her every
1imc I play because of everything
she ha.s taught me," Smith said.
Smith said she knew since she
was in seventh grade that she wanted to go to a historically Black
college. Her uncle graduated from
Howard's Law School.
Smilh was the first in her immediate family to allend college. She
never initially intended to play college volleyball. Her mother sent a
tape of Smith's games to Head
Coach Linda Spencer, and was
Smith was offered a scholarship.
Smith is majoring in civil engineering and wou ld like to specialize in water research. She would
also like to eventually coach volleyball.
Smith said views her parents as

Football
After falling to the Thundering Herd of Marshall University 55-27,
the Bison football squad faces another stiff test tonight when they take
on 1he Pirales of Hampton University. This will be the third-ever meeting between these two teams. with ;he series tied at 1-1. However, this
game has a lot more at stake than the previous meeting$, This is the first
conference game of the season for both squads. Hampton's Head Coach
Joe Tuylor bring$ an interesting twitch to this heated rivalry: He served
as an assistant football coach here in 1982 and as head coach of the football team in 1983. The game is at R.F.K. Stadium tonight. Kickoff is a1
8p.m.

Men's Soccer
The men's soccer team plays its next four games on the road, before
returning to play the Philadelphia Tuxtiles, at 7:30 p.m. Friday, Sept.
27. ( Note: Ali home games for both men's and women's' soccer team,
will be played at Greene St~dium.)

Women's Soccer
Head Coach Michelle Street is ,-cry concerned about the rash of injuries
thal has hit her team. especially the recurring injury to Co-Captain
Shenikwa Stratford. Stratfurd, the team's sweeper has a strain in her right
fool and went down several times because of the injury. If Stratford can'I
make the call to play, Street would have to retool her starting lineup.
because she has no backup sweeper. This has also affected the team's
performance.
"I'm not disappointed as much as I am frustrated." Street said. "We're
falling to teams that we should have and could have beaten. But I sec
improvement every game."

Men's and Women's
'Iennis
They start their season at home against Norlh Oirolina A & T
University, al noon Saturday. Sept. 14.

Swimming & Diving
The women's team earned the Howard Univcr.ity Top Academic'lcam
Award for the 1995-96 school year with the most students athletes wilh
a cumulative. G.P.A. of 3.0 or belier. The men's 1carn fell second to the
men's soccer tean1 in the team award.
Bobby Jones (50) and Darnell McDowell (5) rushes to aid Billy Jenkins (22) In bringing down Doug Chapman (22) of Marshall University.

Women's volleyball Co-Captain Jaimi
Smith is a leader on and off the court
By Ivan J. Aranha
Hilltop Staff Writer

Bison Bits

having an important innuence on Life is about making choices and I
her life.
made the right one."
"(My father] and I arc a lot alike.
With a busy life 1hat keeps her
He inspires me and I _ _ _ _ _ __
can talk to him, he listens;· Smith said. "I
want to be like my
mother. She wants
everything out of life
and is working hard
to gel it,"
In addition 10 being
a student and star on
the court, Smith is
also mother of2-ycarold Demi Elise Diggs.
Smith said although
being a single mother
is hard, she is thankful
10 have bcr teammates
for support.
"The m~t important
thing in life is being
happy ... going to bed l
happy and waking up .
• ; • I fl •d '=
happy, even though Jaimi Smith says the most Important
life is hard," Smith thing in her life Is happiness.
said.
·•1 love my teammates and my occupied, Smith sa id she on ly
daughter and look toward them for wants the simple things from life.
support. (leammatc] Joi Jefferies
" I don't want to be rich. You can
is heaven sent by baby-silling be rich and still be unhappy," she
Dcmi.n
said. " I want 10 be well off so I can
Obstacles should never deter a buy my daughter anything she
person from success, Smith said. wants. Happiness is the most
"Don't be afraid to go out on a important thing, nothing else matlimb. That's where the fruit is," she ters:'
said. " I risked a lot in having Demi.
A 101 of people were against it .

I

I
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Tryouts

Intramural Events

Attention all spirited
and talented individuals interested in trying
out for the 1996-1997
Bison Cheerleading
Squad. You must
attend the cheerleading clinic beginning
Monday Septe111ber
20, 1996 at 5:30p.n,.
in front of Burr Gym.

Registration for all intramural events will take place in Room LL33 in the Blackburn Center the week prior to and up to and up to the dates listed below. All
team meetings will be held at 5:00 p.m. in the music listening room (LL3).

Fall 1996

Open/Close

Play Begins

Tunnis Tournament
Flag Football Men & Women
Co-ed Volleyball
Badminton Tournament
Basketball 3-on-3 Tournament
Residence Hall Olympics

Sept. 16th-20th
Sept. 16th-20th
Oct. 14th-18th
Oct. 14th-18th
Oct. 28th-Nov. 1st
Nov. 18th-Nov. 22nd

Sept. 23rd
Sept. 23rd
Oct. 21st
Oct. 28th
Nov. 4th
Nov. 25th

The Women's All Academic Team
Angela Beale. English: Angela James, Psychology; Shani Jackson.
Business; Gugu Ndlovu. Physical Therapy: Scana Westcarr, Biology;
Alicia Winston, International Business; Maya Nasution, Psychology:
Sandra Linda-Black. B.S.- M.D.

The Men's All Academic Tham
Rubin Bashir, Biology: Philip Haynes. Education: Ruddy Hilliard,
Biology; Storm Jackson, Ps)·chology: Daniel Ricketts, Electrical
Engineering: Stefan Steer, Electrical Engineering.

Volleyball
The women's volleyball team will be without the services of starting
middle blocker Alena Simons for at leasi several weeks, because of a
severe ankle sprain she suffered in the U.S.M.A. Tournament. Cht17.ara
Clark will fill in for her until she's ready to comeback.

Howard University Sports Clubs
Howard Univcr.,ity sports clubs arc student organization.~ that h:1vc been
formed by individuals motivated by a common interest and desire to
participate in a favorite sport activity. Clubs vary in focus and programming since the membership manages the operalion of the club. A
sport may be oriented toward any of the following: competition, teach•
ing, recreation or socialization. Membership in all clubs is open to .,II
I loward students, faculty and staff regardless of skill level. Clubs also
offer opponunities for those who want to learn a new sport. You arc
encouraged to get involved in one the many sport club, offered or to start
a new club.

Howard University Sports Clubs
Badminton, Bowling. Swimming. Fitness & Body Building. Lacrosse,
Racquetball, Soccer, Karate, Judo, Tue Kwon Do, Co-ed Volleyball,
Billiards, Chess. Tobie Tunnis, and Soflball.
All clubs mailers arc handled by Samuel Amoako-Alla, assistant director for Recreation. Contact him in the Blackburn Center, room LL-33,
806-?226n.

Bison Player of the Week

•

Ted White

.

Quarterback Tod White has been named Bison _pl:iyer of the
week for his perfomtance against top-ranked Marslmll Uni,·ersity. White completed loof30 passes i>r 342 yards and
three touchdowns.

,,
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President H. Patrick Swygert
Invites The University Faculty
to a discussion of
the

Howard University
EDUCATIONAL MISSION
TOTHE
REPUBIJC OF SOUTH AFRICA
Wednesday, September 18, 1996

4- 6p.m.
Blackburn Center Reading Room

Join us for a lively exchange.

Light refreshments will be served.

========================================~

I Press I
I Release I
I
I
I Areyou I
I interested in I
I the being I
among
I America's I
most
I
I
distin1 guished col- I
I lege students? I
If interested, I
I apply for
I Who's Who I
Among
I
I Students in
I America I
and I
I Colleges
Universities.
I (Must be at I
I least a Junior I
to apply.)
I Pick up and I
I return appli- I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

cations to the
Dean's office
of your school
or college.
Deadline:
October 1,
1996

I
I
I
I
I

Attention:
All Student
Government
Financial
Officers
Workshop on
How to get things
done through the
system
When:Sept. 19
3:30pm
Where:
Blackburn
Rm 148-150

FREE
Sponsored by OSA

L----J

•

Saves on calling cards, tool

•

Just dial 1-800-C0LlECT and use any local calling card.

1-800-COLLECT
•

It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.

®

•
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Career opportunities
at J.P. Morgan

TOWN MEETING

J.P. .tf<H"'pm pron'dt>s sopl,iJJtlNJll"tlfiu<mdal #n•,·rf'x

ound
no If
Ire

lo rorpoN1tions. go,vn,mt'n /Jt.fimmcinl lm1t,'111tio1t.1.

pn'ral,.fim11t, 11011profit ;,,.,,titutions. mu/ uV<1fll~,, ilulin'duals aro,uul lht! tt.V>rld.

Pltw1t plan to alltml our i,,Jormation p,v,1u~11tatio11 for
llou--ard students int,n-&lt'tl ;,.

PRESIDENT H. PATRICK SWYGERT

Auclit Plu.~
Con... uhinf{ Cnmp

I-inane-in) .Y'f'()1111iir1¥ \1,1:uu~mtnt
llnnldn~
ln,N-tnH'nl \ltUUlf,,~lll<"nt

lrn~tlnf'f1t

invites
All Faculty, Students, Staff and Alumni
to join him in
a discussion regarding

\lnm~lllflll Stn i<"f'il Co,L..ullilll[
\lnrkt<t ..

UttlneMlay. fktt>bt-r 'l
.S::JO. ~:00 pm
.•udltmium

,cit mr,jf>nl u'f'lrom,

JPMorgan

A Strategic Framework
for Action

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1996

Cramton Auditorium
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Sponsored by Your

Howan! Univn ty Student Association

-'
UnderGraduate S tudent A ssembly

Seµ. 19. l'M6
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Howard University Student
Association
presents

Operation Vote Bison
Ho wa rd

Uni ve r s it y

S tud e nt

Associati o m

Presents . . .
the

''Why Should I Vote''
Special Guests:
a
r

u.

Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes- Norton

'd

(O-DC)

;
~

Saturday, September 14, 1996
12:00 noon-4:00 p.m.

Congressman Chaka Fattah

)

r

(O-Penn)

Mr. Isaac Williams

.
.
win prizes
register to vote
live performing artists
political and athlete speakers

Senior Vice President of the DC Republicans
l,,

Blackburn Center Ballroom
Tuesday September 17, 1996
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

"
•
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All RILCl'OPlcs are due,
paid in full, the Monday before
publicat ion. Announcements by
campus organizations for meet•
ings, seminars or non-profit events
are free for IO words or less and
SI for every additional five words.
Campus announcements for profit
are charged ns individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose
of announcing a service, buying or
selling arc charged $5 for the first
20 words and SI for every additional five words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and $2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and SI for every
additional five words. Color Hilltop~ :ire an additional $2

ANNOONCEMEN'l'S
Open MIC Poetry Reading Sept
I 9th in the Punchout.
National Council or Negro
Women, Inc. Howard University
Section General Body Meeting
Thursday, Sept. 19 Bethune
Annex Seminar Room 5:30 p.m.
'" 1st Spanish club Meetrng"
Monday Sept. 16th @ 5 :30 pm.
Attenhonl NAACP meeung
Wednesday 7:00 pm UGL room
L4 I. Get Involved!
Come and V,be wuh R OSA on
the 19th in the Punchout.
Come 'l\ulgate w/ the KAPPAS
Howard/Hampton Pre-game 5:00
Today RFK Parking Lot. Free
Food & Drinks
Attn: All Freshmen Science &
Engineering Students
ACS/NOBCChE will have a freshmen mentoring program Sept. 18
6pm. We can help you have a successful year.
'lbursdsy Sept. 19, 1996 Poetry
Cipher/7-10 pm in the Punchout.
Come one, come all to our annual
Ms. Allied Health Pageant to be
held on Wed. September 18, 1996
in the Hospital Towers.
"Pany w/ the Ques at the Reeve 's
Center tonight. Greek discount.
Ibe Ondergradute Student
Assembly is now accepting applications for the following positions:
Administrative Assistant, Secretary, Corporate Sponsorship Director, Historian, Office Operations
Manager, Public Service Affairs
Director, and Volunteer Coordinator. Applications are available in
Blackbum Center room I08.

IF you are rnterested m readrng
poetry at the HUSNUGSA
Rhythm and Poetry Cipher please
sign up in room I08 Blackburn
Center by Tuesday, September
17th.
ROSA and OGSA will be spon•
soring an Evening of Jau and
Poetry Thursday Sept. I 9th from
7:00 to 9:00 pm in the Punchout.
If you are interested in reading
your poetry please sign up in the
UGSA office room 108 Blackburn
Center by Tuesday Se.XI. J 7th.
'I fie 1996-1997 OGS "Free 'l'o
Be..." T-Sh in is now available in
room 108 Blackburn Center for
only S7. Look out for the "Free
To Be..." calender which will be
available next week in the UGSA
office.
Do you want to represent RO?
Do Campus Tours? Then the
Ambassadors arc for you. Come
out to the Student Ambassador
Workshop on Monday Sept. 23,
1996 at 6pm in the Forum at the
Blackburn Center. For more info
call 806-2900.

SERvlCEs
Where do companies hke NBe,
Disney, Dreamworks, Discovery
Communications, Microsoft and
hundred, more turn for help in
planning their futures in
Interactive media? The Interactive Television Association-- and
we have DCs most unique internships. Create real resume items by
working on substantial projects.
Great internship for class credit.
Make key industry contacts. Call
Bill for app't. 202-408-0008.
Attent,on All Students !!! Grants,
Scholarships, Aid Available From
Sponsorsll l No Repayments,
Ever!ll S$$ Cash For College SSS
For Info: 1-800-243-2435
(1-800-AID-2-HELP)
Need help m Math? call RO
student tutoring $10/hour All
Classes (202) 588-7350.
MARVRAYPROOOCl'S: the
best selling brand of facial skin
care and color cosmetics in America. Non-comedogenic products.
Clinically tested for sensitive skin.
Free racial. Extra income
opportunity also available.
Pat(703)660-3430.
Need Help with College Funding: Our Higher Education Loan
Plan can be the answer. Contact

smokmg 3BR house walkmg distance from campus. W/0, yd.
$325+ rcas. util. Avail. now. 202387-4636 or 202-483-1243.
FOR REN'l'
Neat, clean basement elhc1ency
NW J Br house. Wlb, yard . Nice
near I Ith and U Streets. $490+
block. $930 Call 202-387-4636 for
utilities. Or rent room in group
more information.
Xtrn lnrge one-bedroom w/new
house for $320. (202) 488-8617.
kit. w/d, AC, w/" Good closets.
Walk to campus. 'I hree bedroom
house, I 1/2 Baths W/W Carpet,
Eng. bsmt. Walk to
W/0, ceiling fans, security bars.
Howard/Metro/Shopping. Non$1000/month negotiable. Call
smoker only. Ms. Guympcrt. Day
(202) 863-2296 Located on Mar301-961-1990.
vard St N. W.
HELP WAN'l'ED
Howard Omvers1ty Aiea. FurSpring Break '97- Sell 'l'rlps,
nished rooms, with carpeting, W/ D Earn Cush, & Go Free. STS is
Cooking. Bus service. $280-300
hiring CAMPUS REPS/GROUP
per month. Security Deposit $200
ORGANIZERS to promote trips to
Student ID required.
Cancun, Jamnic.,. and Florida. Call
House for rent close to RO
800-648--1849 for more information on joining America's #I StuMed/Dental Schools. Newly renovated and fully loaded. Call anydent Tour Operator
time. 723-4646. 1\vo blocks from
Pnrl-hme Or1ver/Vehvery
campus.
Person Wanted. ROMA PIZZENW. Near campus- beau11lully
RIA, a small. friendly carryout and
renovated Victorian. Clean, Bright, delivery restaurant with significant
professional atmosphere. $300Howard Univer. business needs a
380/mth. Call 202-588-7320.
weekday and weekend late night
Responsible, non-smokmg,
driver. License n must. Own transFemale student needed to share
ponation preferred, but not necesThree bedroom house on Adams
sary. Would prefer someone able
Street until December. 5 min. walk
to commit to set da)S·-3-S
to campus. Quier Atmosphere.
days/week. Great fur a night owl.
Call (202) 986-0855.
If interested, call us at
One bedroom plus den basement
202-265-9404. Ask for Michele or
apartment. Quiet residential neighDavid.
borhood near Howard $450/mo.
Conference Coord1nntor/ P'l':
No utilities paid. Call 202-291Africa group weks 20 hr/wk coor5819 after 7 PM.
dinator for small conference.
Logan Cu·cle l3U4 "S", large 2
Organizing e,p., excellent comBr duplex, Frpl, CAC, W/W. OW,
munications skills. and working
Garbage disposal, entry foyer &
knowl. of Windows, WP6. I and ecloset, bdwd Ors, 2 Blocks U St
mail req $2000/month for 6
Metro. $950+, 202/488-1449
months. Send cover ltr, resume,
Columbia Rd & 16th St 2560
writing sample aad refs. to APIC,
University Pl, 3br dpl 2 baths, 2
110 Maryland Ave., N.E., Suite
dens Effics, Frpl, AC, W/W Near
509, WDC 20002, Fax: 546-1545,
U Street Metro. SI 100+ utilities,
e-mail: imani@igc.apc.org
202-488-1449.
FOR SALE
Northeast 45 Rhode Island Ave,
Hotel Fum1ture Sellout Retail
Jr I BR, Effics w/loft, W/ W caroutlet of used hotel furniture.
pet, private entry, balcony, frpl,
Beds: double $50 twin $89; TV's
Near RI Metro: $390-425 incls.
$69; Sofas $35; Chairs S 15;
utils. 202-488-1449
Dressers $129; Lamps SIO and
Howard/Ledroll: Spacious IBR.
much more. Visit our showroom at
Eat-in kitchen. Quiet & Secure.
8001 Newell Street, Silver Spring,
Modern--great light & cool archiMD 301-587-7902
tecture. 1\vo blocks from Medical
REli\ltSALl:SPEOPLE lalkmg
Center. W/0. CAC. Cable.
Threads, a fun store in Pentagon
S595.00 Call 301-320-9021
City, seeks enthusiastic, customer
Friendly but serious male grad
service oriented people who love
students looking for a third (M/F).
to sell!! E., cel SSS Call Amy
Bright room in well-kept non703-415-4200.
th e Na tional College Funding
Ser vice Incorporated on
(301) 925 -8386.

Brond new t wo-eyed llot Plnte
For Sule!!! Convenient. compact,
perfect for busy Mudcnt without
kitchen . Mnkc offer. Call for more
info 301-559-6167.
1-ree Phone, <1nil Pager, lor
llownrd Studen1'. ChcJp Rate,.
No Activation fee. C-nll loriehk
(202) 986-553<1
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FIVE MINUTE!
Place

1
Music Llslenlnt
Blackburn Ce"

Sept. 9 - Sept. 2
Monday • Fridcl)
Time:
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PHOTOGRAPHEI

Swahili
LanwiaL'e Students
We are forming a
Swahili Language Group.
The Group is open to all
washabiki wa Kiswahili
(lovers of Swahili):
beginners, intermediate,
or fluent speakers.
All are welcome.
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